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Fracceleration!

Plug-and-perf and ball-actuated sleeves are brute force 
frac methods that bullhead fluids and sand down the casing 
with no feedback about formation response, no recourse in 
the event of a screen-out, and no way to manage water and 
chemicals usage. Both methods limit the number of stages 
and usually require post-completion drill-out of composite 
plugs or ball seats. 
The Multistage Unlimited system overcomes those limitations 
and drawbacks using coiled tubing as a work string and 
circulation path to the frac zone. 

Fast frac isolation, mechanical sleeve shift
The work string operates the Multistage Unlimited resettable 
frac plug, a dual-function tool that 1) isolates frac zones and 
2) grips and shifts the sleeves. With no pump-down plugs 
and sleeve-shifting balls, time between fracs is only about 
5 minutes. Large-volume, high-rate fracs are pumped down 

the coiled tubing/casing annulus; smaller, low-rate fracs can 
be pumped through the coiled tubing.

Circulation path adds capabilities
The circulation capability allows operators to:
•  monitor actual frac-zone pressure for better control of sand 

placement 
• reduce water and chemicals requirements up to 50%
•  recover quickly from screenouts by circulating excess sand 

out of the well
•  use sand-jet perforating to add stages in blank casing, 

without tripping out of the hole
It all adds up to unlimited stages and spacing, streamlined 
frac operations, better frac control, lower-cost completions, 
less environmental impact, and no drillouts. Call, email, or 
visit our website for more information.

Resettable frac isolation on coiled tubing + Grip/ShiftTM sleeves

ncsfrac.com 

Canada:  403.969.6474 

US:  281.453.2222            

info@ncsfrac.com

The unique resettable frac plug grips and shifts 
the sliding sleeve and isolates the frac zone.

Frac ports

©2012, NCS Energy Services, Inc. All rights reserved. Multistage Unlimited, Grip/Shift and “Leave nothing behind.”are trademarks of NCS Energy Services, Inc. Patents pending.
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EDITOR’S VIEW

a t fi rst glance, the statistics in 
North America relating to natural 
gas production and its use in the 

transportation sector appear puzzling. Th e 
shale gas revolution has created such a glut 
in natural gas, and subsequent depressed 
prices, that producers can hardly aff ord to 
drill for it. But despite rock bottom prices, 
the penetration of natural gas vehicles 
(NGVs) in North America is among the 
lowest in the world.

According to NGV Global, there were a 
mere 137,205 NGVs in North America as of 
2011, less than two per cent of the 8.8 million 
NGVs on the road in the AsiaPacifi c region. 
Latin America boasted 4.3 million and 
Europe 1.8 million. Amazingly, even Africa 
leads North America, with 158,934 NGVs.

As the shale gas transformation gathered 
speed in the past decade, the number of 
NGVs in North America hardly budged, up 
0.2 per cent from 134,932 in 2001. In Canada, 
the number actually declined. Th is while 
numbers grew rapidly elsewhere, and sky
rocketed in AsiaPacifi c, up over 30 times the 
meager 290,660 NGVs there in 2001.

To be sure, NGVs have seen a low rate 
of penetration overall—just 1.18 per cent of 
vehicles globally. But a handful of countries, 
some with plenty of indigenous natural gas 
production, have achieved much higher 
rates of penetration. Pakistan is a leader at 
64 per cent of its vehicles, something of an 
anomaly, while Iran stands at 18 per cent, 
and Latin American countries Bolivia, 
Argentina and Peru have achieved 23, 15 and 
eight per cent respectively. Major natural gas 
producers Canada and the United States, by 
comparison, stand at 0.07 and 0.05 per cent.

Clearly, North America is missing the 
boat on the switch to natural gas. Th is, at a 
time when policymakers are casting about 
for new uses for our oversupply of cleaner 
burning natural gas. Just last month, 
Alberta’s Standing Committee on Resource 
Stewardship began a sixmonth examina
tion to encourage “broader and higher 
value use of natural gas, both domestically 
and abroad,” including examining ways to 
encourage consumers to use more natural 
gas and to eliminate barriers to its use in 
such sectors as transportation.

Th e biggest barriers appear to be a lack 
of readily available fuelling stations—some
thing of a Catch22, since the lack of NGVs 
makes them unprofi table—and higher up
front costs. Th e shale gas revolution eases the 
latter, while growing fl eets of NGVs should 
take care of the former.

Th ere are signs North America’s re
sistance to NGVs is breaking down. In part 
due to pressure from the autobuying public, 
Ford Motor Company recently announced 
plans to begin selling a natural gas–powered 
version of the continent’s most popular 
vehicle—the F150 pickup truck. “We did this 
because customers were asking for it,” Kevin 
Koswick, Ford director of North American 
fl eet sales operations, told the Wall Street 
Journal. General Motors and Chrysler have 
also introduced natural gas–powered pickups 
to their lineups.

Th ough NGVs cost more, cheaper fuel 
costs typically pay for the diff erence in a matter 
of years. Th ey also require less maintenance 
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. GE 
and the U.S.based Gas Technology Institute 
are among those researching ways to reduce 
the cost of home fuelling, to alleviate the 
problem of the scarcity of fuelling stations, 
and many jurisdictions are now encourag
ing NGV use.

And, as we examine in this issue of 
New Technology Magazine, use of natural 
gas–powered heavyduty vehicles is now 
exhibiting robust growth, aided in part by 
a Canadian company, Vancouverbased 
Westport Innovations Inc., which has de
veloped advanced natural gas–combustion 
engine technology now used by major engine 
manufacturers. What started as oil and gas 
producers switching to natural gas for their 
own vehicle fl eets, drilling rigs and high
pressure hydraulic fracture pumping spreads 
has broadened to everything from fl eets of 
buses, garbage trucks and parcel service 
providers to 18wheelers, trains and ships.

It is too early to say for sure, but perhaps 
we have turned a corner on the long road 
to a natural gas–powered transportation 
system. Given the surplus of natural gas 
that horizontal multistage fracturing has 
facilitated, it makes perfect sense.

 Maurice Smith
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Frac water storage?

We’ve got Canada covered.

U.S. owned and operated for over 50 years.                                   

Make it happen.

Every type, every size, every situation.
There are many challenges that you may face 
in frac water storage, but one thing is always 
constant – Dragon has the right solution. From 
400-barrel uprights to insulated and non-insulated 
frac tanks to Water Corrals, we are the only 
company in Canada that offers the full range of 
water storage systems. Every product is severe-
duty engineered to perform in the harshest 
production environments, and Dragon knows 
frac water storage and handling like no other 
company. We offer on-site needs assessment so 
our engineers can design solutions specific to each 
job site, including custom packages. Plus, we are 
fully committed to serving Canada, with a location 
in Red Deer and a Canadian sales force dedicated 
to providing exactly what you need. All solutions, 
all from one source. Make it happen.

www.dragonproductsltd.com  —  1-403-340-3600  

© Copyright 2013 Modern Group Inc. All rights reserved.
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Natural gas production 
from the Marcellus shale 
in the U.S. Northeast could 
grow to between 17 billion 
and 22 billion cubic feet 
(bcf) per day by 2030, up 
from less than 100 million 
cubic feet a day in 2004, 

Peter Howard, president and chief executive of� cer of 
the Canadian Energy Research Institute, told a Calgary 
conference in August. To put that in perspective, 
Canada’s peak production—reached a few years ago—
was 18 bcf per day. Howard added: “I’ve seen numbers 
that suggest the supply costs for the Marcellus could 
go down towards the $2 level. It’s extremely 
dif� cult for Alberta to compete with 
those kinds of numbers.”

“Having made these three discoveries in three 
separate structures...is tremendously encouraging 
for the potential in the Flemish [Pass] Basin.”

— Geir Richardsen, vice-president of exploration, 
Statoil Canada Ltd.

Statoil announced its third oil discovery in the deepwater Flemish Pass 
Basin east of Newfoundland and Labrador, on its Bay du Nord prospect 
about 500 kilometres northeast of St. John’s, in August. “There’s a lot 
of work to be done yet, but it really con� rms the models we’ve been 
chasing for a few years now—that the Flemish could hold substantial 
resources,” Richardsen said.

Production from western Canada’s existing tight oil plays will 

plateau after 2015, and while new plays could reverse that 

trend, the future is in thermal oil, oilsands mining and cold 

heavy oil production, predicts Bill Gwozd, senior vicepresident 

of gas services with Ziff  Energy Group, a division of HSB 

Solomon Associates LLC. Western Canada’s tight oil production 

will continue to grow until at least 2015, but the rate will be 

insignifi cant compared to the steep increase in heavy oil and 

oilsands output. Gwozd said oilsands production is expected to 

make up more than 70 per cent of total oil output by 2020.

“It was surprising to me that consumers, both 
in Canada and the United States, were more 

agnostic and less political on the energy 
front, and they’re much more practical.”

— Nik Nanos, president, Nanos Research

The Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin’s average oil supply 

cost for new production was $64 per barrel for vertical wells 

and $40 per barrel for horizontal wells in 2012, says a new 

study by the Canadian Energy Research Institute. Horizontal 

drilling enjoys greater economies of scale due to improved 

access to resources. In addition, more areas are considered 

economic for horizontal wells, re� ecting their ability to access 

higher-quality resources. Higher production is enough to out-

weigh the additional capital costs of drilling horizontally and 

conducting multistage hydraulic fracturing.

70% 22
b cf

although reducing greenhouse gas (GhG) emissions is important to 
north americans, when forced to choose, the majority will opt for re-
ducing their countries’ dependence on oil from outside north america, 
according to nanos, author of Entering the Energy & Environment 
Policy Frontier. americans were twice as likely to prefer less reliance 
on oil imports as a priority (63 per cent) than reducing GhG (30 per 
cent), says the pollster, who conducted the survey earlier this year.

$40
 per barrel

Up to
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 advertisement  

*  FOR REAL. Blue Spark uses repeated, powerful 
electro-hydraulic impulses to achieve enhanced 
production for ¼ of the cost of conventional well 
stimulation techniques. www.bluesparkenergy.net 

BLUESPARK

B lue Spark Energy is a stimulation service company whose proprietary 
technology offers broad-reaching opportunities for the oil and gas 
industry. It has been proven to enhance oil production from wells, 

without the risks of conventional stimulation techniques.
“This is a unique technology that could be applied to revitalize mature, 

under-producing assets,” says Blue Spark president and CEO Todd Parker.
Blue Spark’s innovative high-pulsed power technology uses a wireline tool 

to convert electrical energy into repeatable, high-power hydraulic impulses. 
The rapid dynamics of the repeated and powerful pulses disrupt the near 
wellbore region, improving oil flow.

“The fundamental technology is the ability to take a small amount of 
electrical energy and store it, then release that stored energy in a very 
short period of time. That generates tremendous amounts of power,” says 
Blue Spark chairman Stuart Ferguson, who had been chief technology 
officer at Weatherford International for the previous decade when he first 
spotted the technology in 2009. “I’d never seen anything like this before.”

In January 2011, Ferguson and other shareholders established Blue Spark 
Energy, deploying the first prototype instruments that summer for a field test 
in western Canada with a leading oil producer.

The results were highly encouraging. Blue Spark refined the 
technology, then put its improved instruments into the field commercially 
in 2012. The company is on a rapid growth trajectory, taking the 
technology abroad to the North Sea, the Middle East and the U.S. Blue 
Spark now has 16 employees in Calgary, supported by its research and 
manufacturing group in western Europe.

“What we discovered with this unique technology was that we were 
able to provide an alternative to the industry to repair near wellbore 
damage in oil wells,” Parker says, noting that conventional techniques 
typically involve the use of chemicals, explosives and high surface 
pressure and come with a variety of associated risks.

Blue Spark’s technology, in comparison, transmits little energy to the tool 
and creates the high-pulsed power effect downhole at the rock face itself.

“The energy-to-power conversion process allows us to change that 
historical paradigm with our new technology,” says Blue Spark Global 
Business Development manager Trent Hunter. “We consume very few 
resources to deliver our high-pulsed power downhole, yet generate an 
outcome with an economic benefit compared to other techniques.”

Each time the technology pulses during a downhole wellbore 
stimulation, it creates in excess of 200-megawatt pressure pulses, 
originating from the energy equivalent of one-twentieth of the energy 
in a typical cell phone battery. The technology creates all the high power 
downhole, “right where you need it—so it’s very efficient compared to 
other techniques,” Hunter says.

This technology virtually eliminates all of the risks of conventional methods. 
“It makes us extremely safe, economical and risk-free for deployment in the vast 
majority of oil wells around the globe,” Parker says.

Blue Spark’s near wellbore stimulation treatment is extremely 
simple to deploy and stimulation times are in the order of a few hours 
from rig up to rig down.

Customers are now looking at Blue Spark as a competitive alternative to 
other stimulation methods. Since 2011, the company has treated over 100 
wells, with more than a dozen regular clients. The technology impacts 75% 
of the wells treated, with 60% of wells more than doubling their production 
rates. Global opportunities are emerging rapidly: by the end of 2013, the 
company will have operations on three or more continents.

And it all started from work initially done in Calgary—a made-in-
Canada innovation, for deployment around the world.

PlEASE CONTACT:

Blue Spark Energy

T: (403) 719.9011

www.bluesparkenergy.net



Research Partnership
Collaborative e� ort launched to promote pipeline technology development

tRAnSPORtAtIOn

a s Canadian transmission pipe
lines increasingly are thrust 
into the spotlight, an industry

government group is looking at how an 
open and panCanadian collaborative 
eff ort can encourage innovation in 
pipeline technologies.

“Fundamentally, it’s about construct
ing a more robust research network,” 
Brenda Kenny, president and chief 
executive offi  cer of the Canadian Energy 
Pipeline Association (CEPA), said in an 
interview. CEPA and Alberta Innovates    – 
Technology Futures are cochairs of 
the newly formed Canadian Pipeline 
Technology Collaborative (CPTC). “Th ere 
is a very active informal research network 
today about pipeline research, but I think 
we can do a better job and make it more 
eff ective and more transparent. Th at’s 
really where we’re going.”

According to Kenny, Canadian 
pipelines are attracting an estimated 
$100 million per year in technology 
development, much of that between major 
pipelines and major suppliers. One focus 
is on advancing internal line inspection 
technologies, but there are also major 
investments in technologies such as coat
ings and leak detection, she said.

“Th e question [is whether it] is clear 
enough what the major priorities are, 
and is it clear enough who’s already 
working on them or where there might 
be gaps,” she said. “We think that by 
coming together on a collaborative eff ort 
on a panCanadian level that we can 
support universities and research agen
cies across the country with a clear line 
of sight to...known priorities and invest
ments in technology improvements.”

Kenny said there is a thriving sup
plier community in Canada with about 
3,500 contractors and suppliers, of 
which many are fairly hightech fi rms. 
While those involved in the consortium 
would like to strengthen their capability 
and support any further development 
of advanced tools, there is also a lot of 
excellent academic research in various 
universities across the country, she said. 
In addition, there are major research 
institutes such as CFER Technologies 
under Alberta Innovates – Technology 
Futures and CanmetENERGY under 
Natural Resources Canada that have 

for decades conducted worldleading 
research in a number of key areas.

Th ere appears to be an opportunity 
to clarify the priority areas, the levels of 
investment, the progress being made 
and the focus of future research, said 
Kenny. “If we can do that better, I think 
we can avoid duplication, [as well as] 
leverage development and deployment 
more directly and more quickly.”

From a university perspective, CPTC 
could highlight the work of postgraduate 
university students doing research 
related to pipeline technology and could 
make sure they are getting the support 
they need, she suggested.

If an entrepreneur is working on an 
innovative product, the collaborative 
could help in providing a broader aware
ness that development is underway, said 
Kenny. If there is a technical problem 
they are trying to overcome, the com
pany could perhaps benefi t from “rapid 
action investment in” or advanced pure 
research at a university, or applied 
research at a university or large technical 
research institute.

“I think the sweet spot for Canada 
is to recognize that we’ve been very 
successful by honouring and support
ing protected intellectual property in 
these suppliers,” she said. “Th is is a very 
diff erent opportunity than perhaps in 
the oilsands.”

Whereas Canada’s Oil Sands 
Innovation Alliance is a means to share 
intellectual property (IP) that is owned 
by producers, in the pipeline industry 
most of the IP is owned by competing 

contractors and suppliers, said Kenny. 
“You need to have the structure where 
investors and entrepreneurs can rightly 
expect a return on their investments, 
but can we help support that innovation 
ecosystem around pipeline technologies 
in a more progressive way?”

Th e federal government has expressed 
strong support, and Natural Resources 
Canada is on the advisory committee. 
Th ere already is strong interest from 
British Columbia and Saskatchewan, and 
the next step will be to reach into other 
jurisdictions and to other technology 
leaders across the country.

Th e collaborative also expects to 
have a thirdparty advisory committee 
that will provide a vehicle for the large 
contingent of small and mediumsized 
companies to be able to feed in and tell 
the group what it wants.

As the project is driven by the large 
pipelines, the focus will be on the trans
mission lines, although Kenny said she is 
sure there likely will be many important 
technologies that would be applicable 
to both the transmission and gathering 
systems. Th e Canadian Association of 
Petroleum Producers, she noted, is on 
the advisory board.

“We believe that because the level 
of investment is already so high in the 
transmission pipeline area…let’s build 
on those strengths and then see where 
we can leverage that out,” said Kenny. 
“If we feel there are gaps not being ad
dressed that upstream needs to do, then 
that will follow.”
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*  FOR REAL. Blue Spark uses repeated, powerful 
electro-hydraulic impulses to achieve enhanced 
production for ¼ of the cost of conventional well 
stimulation techniques. www.bluesparkenergy.net 

BLUESPARK

B lue Spark Energy is a stimulation service company whose proprietary 
technology offers broad-reaching opportunities for the oil and gas 
industry. It has been proven to enhance oil production from wells, 

without the risks of conventional stimulation techniques.
“This is a unique technology that could be applied to revitalize mature, 

under-producing assets,” says Blue Spark president and CEO Todd Parker.
Blue Spark’s innovative high-pulsed power technology uses a wireline tool 

to convert electrical energy into repeatable, high-power hydraulic impulses. 
The rapid dynamics of the repeated and powerful pulses disrupt the near 
wellbore region, improving oil flow.

“The fundamental technology is the ability to take a small amount of 
electrical energy and store it, then release that stored energy in a very 
short period of time. That generates tremendous amounts of power,” says 
Blue Spark chairman Stuart Ferguson, who had been chief technology 
officer at Weatherford International for the previous decade when he first 
spotted the technology in 2009. “I’d never seen anything like this before.”

In January 2011, Ferguson and other shareholders established Blue Spark 
Energy, deploying the first prototype instruments that summer for a field test 
in western Canada with a leading oil producer.

The results were highly encouraging. Blue Spark refined the 
technology, then put its improved instruments into the field commercially 
in 2012. The company is on a rapid growth trajectory, taking the 
technology abroad to the North Sea, the Middle East and the U.S. Blue 
Spark now has 16 employees in Calgary, supported by its research and 
manufacturing group in western Europe.

“What we discovered with this unique technology was that we were 
able to provide an alternative to the industry to repair near wellbore 
damage in oil wells,” Parker says, noting that conventional techniques 
typically involve the use of chemicals, explosives and high surface 
pressure and come with a variety of associated risks.

Blue Spark’s technology, in comparison, transmits little energy to the tool 
and creates the high-pulsed power effect downhole at the rock face itself.

“The energy-to-power conversion process allows us to change that 
historical paradigm with our new technology,” says Blue Spark Global 
Business Development manager Trent Hunter. “We consume very few 
resources to deliver our high-pulsed power downhole, yet generate an 
outcome with an economic benefit compared to other techniques.”

Each time the technology pulses during a downhole wellbore 
stimulation, it creates in excess of 200-megawatt pressure pulses, 
originating from the energy equivalent of one-twentieth of the energy 
in a typical cell phone battery. The technology creates all the high power 
downhole, “right where you need it—so it’s very efficient compared to 
other techniques,” Hunter says.

This technology virtually eliminates all of the risks of conventional methods. 
“It makes us extremely safe, economical and risk-free for deployment in the vast 
majority of oil wells around the globe,” Parker says.

Blue Spark’s near wellbore stimulation treatment is extremely 
simple to deploy and stimulation times are in the order of a few hours 
from rig up to rig down.

Customers are now looking at Blue Spark as a competitive alternative to 
other stimulation methods. Since 2011, the company has treated over 100 
wells, with more than a dozen regular clients. The technology impacts 75% 
of the wells treated, with 60% of wells more than doubling their production 
rates. Global opportunities are emerging rapidly: by the end of 2013, the 
company will have operations on three or more continents.

And it all started from work initially done in Calgary—a made-in-
Canada innovation, for deployment around the world.

PlEASE CONTACT:

Blue Spark Energy

T: (403) 719.9011

www.bluesparkenergy.net
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w estern Canada, from Manitoba to the high 
Arctic, has many diff erent formations, and 
each depositional environment comes with 

its own rock strengths and composition.
Th ese unique characteristics infl uence decisions 

made by drillers to drill faster and more eff ectively. Up 
until now, algorithms have been able to measure the 
amount of energy going into the ground through the bit 
face and what the rock strength is refl ecting.

But Resource Energy Solutions (RES) says it has 
devised a new, more predictive tool to help drillers 
make those decisions. Th e Drilling Fusion Algorithm 
(DFA) promises to predict and detect four aspects: 
lithology, bit wear, stuckpipe conditions and well 
blowout characteristics.

Other companies have something similar, but none 
of them detect all four points, says Trent Marx, pres
ident and chief executive offi  cer of RES.

“Initially, we were solving lithology and bitwear 
prediction, but we knew we had to address the safety 
and environmental aspects, so we spent another six 
months developing stuckpipe and well blowout char
acteristics in to the algorithm,” he explains.

Th e amount of drilling and completions data that is 
managed by the oil and gas industry increases exponen
tially every year and has probably tripled in the past 
three years, says Marx.

RES got the idea of using fusion and melding the 
data together, and assembled a team of 10 people—fi ve 
of them with oil and gas–related PhDs—to create the 
DFA, says Marx.

RES has been developing software for the oil and gas 
industry for 17 years and says there’s nothing quite like 
the DFA anywhere in the world.

Development of the fi rst phase of the tool began in 
2011. It is now about 30 or 40 per cent of the way  

oiLPaTCh SoFTwaRE

LOOKING AHEAD
RES’s Drilling Fusion Algorithm 
uniquely combines the ability to 
predict and detect lithology, bit 
wear, stuck-pipe conditions and 
well blowout characteristics.

Educated Predictions
New drilling tool is designed to predict problems before they occur

DRILLInG
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towards commercialization, which is expected within two years, 
says Marx.

Th e tool’s decision support system processes realtime drilling and 
existing analogous information to guide and assist the drilling process, he 
says. As drilling proceeds, the information the DFA analyzes is displayed 
on the rig fl oor for the drilling hand and in the offi  ce for the drilling super
intendent and engineers. Everyone can access the results in real time.

Beta testing resulted in 82 per cent success rate in lithology, Marx 
explained, while introducing the DFA and assessing interest at a recent 
Petroleum Technology Alliance Canada meeting.

“We’re taking realtime information and feeding this constantly into 
the algorithm for the driller to use,” he says. “Th e results will continuously 
improve because it is learning with every well drilled.”

RES says the major advantages of the new technology are realtime 
geological formation estimates, faster drilling at reduced costs and antici
pation of potentially unsafe conditions.

First in line to try the technology once available is Ron MacDonald, 
vicepresident of drilling and completions for Parex Resources Inc. 
Currently using RES’s other software, the Wellman and the newer AFE 
Manager, MacDonald says he is always looking for the next technology 
that will help him make better decisions.

“In an industry where 75 per cent of our money is spent on time and 
the costs associated with running drilling rigs, anything we can do to get 
more resources out of the ground for less money is just a smart idea,” 
says MacDonald. “Th is Drilling Fusion Algorithm is probably the most 
complex and indepth valuation I’ve ever seen, so I’m really interested 
in seeing how the algorithm is going to pull all the operating parameters 
together in a realtime mode to enable the guys on the rig fl oor to make 
better decisions.”

Similar products are available, but they don’t have the depth of the 
DFA, he says, adding “binders and binders and binders” of data and other 
input go into the DFA. Other systems MacDonald is aware of are purely 
numerical systems that use realtime operating parameters.

Th ey have been eff ective, but the DFA has potential to be a more 
powerful predictive tool, he says.

“RES is quite far along in the development of the algorithm, but there 
are still a ton of...inputs being created and inputted into the decision trees, 
so it’s an incredibly complex system in the background which is going to 
generate this algorithm, whereas the other stuff  that’s out there is purely 
operationbased,” says MacDonald. “Th is one here is potentially the next 
step in creating a more powerful algorithm off  of realtime data.” 

 Lynda Harrison

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Trent marx, Resource Energy Solutions
Tel: 403-245-0220
Email: tmarx@resourceenergysolutions.com

DETECT LITHOLOGY

DRILLING FUSION
Proprietary algorithms leveraging expert system neural network and learning 
techniques enable an arti� cial intelligent drilling system that can dynamically 
predict and detect aspects such as lithology while drilling.
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DETECT LITHOLOGY

When frac balls disappear,  
a lot of your problems do, too.
Frac balls that don’t flow back after multistage stimulation 
are a leading contributor to lost production. But frac balls 
made of ELEMENTAL* degradable alloy disintegrate 
predictably and completely within hours or days. Because 
the balls never stick, they never need to be milled, they 
never restrict the flow path, and they never cause 
production to be delayed or lost after fracturing. 

Help ensure that your production reaches its full potential.

Find out more at

slb.com/elemental
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CANYON CERTIFIED.  
IT’S OUR PROMISE OF OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE.

Operational excellence starts on the well site where Canyon 

works smart. Our technicians capture and analyze data during 

fracturing operations that tells us how the well is reacting to 

treatment and allowing us to make minute adjustments to  

ensure success.

We are one of the industry leaders in safety statistics in the 

industry, reflecting our world-class leadership training program, 

Canyon-Certified program and Green Hand School. And thanks 

to our lower-risk carrier profile, Canyon was accepted into  

the Alberta Transportation Partners in Compliance program, 

making us highly efficient getting to and from the well site. 

Canyon-Certified operational excellence from job start to finish. 

canyontech.ca



Shale’s 
second wave

A sk just about any transportation fuel expert about the prospects 
for natural gas vehicles (NGVs) and it is a bit like anthropogenic 
climate change. Scientists agree it will be big, but diff er on how 

big. Almost everyone who has studied the matter recently expects nat
ural gas to be transformational for signifi cant segments of the transport 
sector, but there are diff erences of opinion on the extent of the inroads 
that the NGV concept will make into traditional fuel systems.

By one estimate, it took about 50 years for the trucking sector to 
switch to diesel.

On the other hand, a transport specialist who asked not to be identifi ed 
says natural gas could be fuelling as much as 70 per cent of trucking fl eets 
in North America within a few years. But Alicia Milner, the president of the 
Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance (CNGVA), a lobby group, pegs the 
potential somewhat lower, seeing a 30 per cent niche for natural gas fuels, 
averaged across the continent’s trucking industry.

Although accounting for a minuscule percentage of fuel systems in the 
North American trucking sector, NGV appears, nonetheless, to be on the 
brink of exponential growth. Indeed, some niche areas are already seeing 
a major shift. In 2012, more than half of newly bought garbage trucks in the 
United States ran on natural gas. But, overall, publicly accessible fuelling 

infrastructure is thin on the ground. Excluding private refuelling, there 
are only 602 compressed natural gas (CNG) and 33 liquefi ed natural gas 
(LNG) stations in the United States, according to the U.S. Department of 
Energy’s Alternative Fuels Data Center. Not for long, though, apparently.

Navigant Research says that by 2020, the number of NGV fuelling sta
tions installed worldwide will reach nearly 30,000. A recent report from the 
fi rm, released in July, says that 40 per cent of new NGV stations between 
now and 2015 will be in North America.

Lower fuel prices are expected to off set the higher infrastructure costs 
associated with NGV refuelling. “While CNG vehicles span all weight 
classes, LNG vehicles are currently limited to heavyduty trucks—a fact 
that has signifi cant implications for fuellingstation operators,” according 
to Navigant.

Another report also underlines what is shaping up as a global trend. 
Th e number of vehicles fuelled by LNG in China is expected to rise tenfold 
to 800,000 by 2020, according to a report by Neil Beveridge, a Hong Kong–
based analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein (Hong Kong) Limited. Payback 
for conversion to LNG recently rose from 12 to 16 months. Th e payback 
period could stretch to two years if wellhead gas prices continue to rise, 
according to Beveridge.

Swaths of the transport sector and upstream operations are 
shifting to natural gas–powered systems

BY GoDFREY BUDD    
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It should be no surprise that the trend to NGV is going global. 
Thanks to the shale gas revolution—made possible by the de
velopment and spreading use of horizontal drilling and multistage 
fracturing technology over the past decade—the planet is awash in 
recoverable reserves of natural gas, and relatively low prices are widely 
expected for a generation. Th e U.S. Energy Information Administration 
recently increased its estimates of global shale gas reserves by 
10 per cent. According to its latest report, released in June, there 
is 7,299 trillion cubic feet (tcf ) of technically recoverable shale gas 
across 42 countries. China, with 1,115 tcf, has the most reserves, 
followed by Argentina, Algeria and the United States, with 802 tcf, 
707 tcf and 665 tcf, respectively.

A wide range of initiatives and developments are underway, with 
quite a few involving substantial investments and research and develop
ment by major players including the Dow Chemical Company, Royal 
Dutch Shell plc, General Electric (GE), Caterpillar Inc., Cummins Inc., 
Navistar, Inc. and others.

Events on the ground are already pointing to the kind of infrastruc
ture growth forecast for North America in the Navigant report. ENN 
Group Co., Ltd. has been rolling out plans to build a network of LNG 

fuelling stations for trucks across the U.S. highway system. One of 
China’s biggest privately owned companies, it has joined forces with 
a small Utah company, CH4 Energy Corp., which had opened a single 
LNG and CNG fuelling station in Salt Lake City with the help of federal 
stimulus funds. Th e deal created Transfuels LLC, which operates as 
Blu LNG. Blu is expected to build about 50 LNG stations by the end of 
this year, with plans to build as many as 500 LNG stations eventually.

For players with suffi  ciently deep pockets, LNG infrastructure can be 
added to the continent’s highway system on the principle of “if you build 
it, they will come.” An LNG station can be built for as little as 
$1 million and, unlike CNG outlets, does not have to rely on a pipe to 
deliver the gas. Th e more concentrated LNG is typically delivered by truck.

Besides Blu, at least two other serious contenders are adding to 
North America’s LNG infrastructure. Shell has announced plans to 
build about 100 LNG stations in the United States by late 2014, says 
Milner of CNGVA. She adds that Shell has an LNG station in Calgary 
and plans to add one each for Edmonton and Red Deer, Alta. In the 
summer of 2012, Clean Energy Fuels Corp. announced plans to build 
150 LNG stations by the end of 2013. “For trucks, the market is just 
beginning. Now people are investing. Th is is taking off ,” says Matt IL
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It should be no surprise that the trend to NGV is going global. 
Thanks to the shale gas revolution—made possible by the de
velopment and spreading use of horizontal drilling and multistage 
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across 42 countries. China, with 1,115 tcf, has the most reserves, 
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707 tcf and 665 tcf, respectively.

A wide range of initiatives and developments are underway, with 
quite a few involving substantial investments and research and develop
ment by major players including the Dow Chemical Company, Royal 
Dutch Shell plc, General Electric (GE), Caterpillar Inc., Cummins Inc., 
Navistar, Inc. and others.

Events on the ground are already pointing to the kind of infrastruc
ture growth forecast for North America in the Navigant report. ENN 
Group Co., Ltd. has been rolling out plans to build a network of LNG 

fuelling stations for trucks across the U.S. highway system. One of 
China’s biggest privately owned companies, it has joined forces with 
a small Utah company, CH4 Energy Corp., which had opened a single 
LNG and CNG fuelling station in Salt Lake City with the help of federal 
stimulus funds. Th e deal created Transfuels LLC, which operates as 
Blu LNG. Blu is expected to build about 50 LNG stations by the end of 
this year, with plans to build as many as 500 LNG stations eventually.

For players with suffi  ciently deep pockets, LNG infrastructure can be 
added to the continent’s highway system on the principle of “if you build 
it, they will come.” An LNG station can be built for as little as 
$1 million and, unlike CNG outlets, does not have to rely on a pipe to 
deliver the gas. Th e more concentrated LNG is typically delivered by truck.

Besides Blu, at least two other serious contenders are adding to 
North America’s LNG infrastructure. Shell has announced plans to 
build about 100 LNG stations in the United States by late 2014, says 
Milner of CNGVA. She adds that Shell has an LNG station in Calgary 
and plans to add one each for Edmonton and Red Deer, Alta. In the 
summer of 2012, Clean Energy Fuels Corp. announced plans to build 
150 LNG stations by the end of 2013. “For trucks, the market is just 
beginning. Now people are investing. Th is is taking off ,” says Matt 
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the United States. Th e company is looking at various options for more 
gaspowered rail transport.

In Canada, the Canadian National Railway Company has had two 
EMD SD402 dualfuel locomotives in regular service between Edmonton 
and Fort McMurray for about a year, says Energy Conversions Inc., a 
company specializing in alternative fuels for highoutput engines.

Th e Finnish company Wärtsilä, whose engines power one in three 
ships on the world’s seas, has sold 2,000 gas and dualfuel engines in 
recent years. It has been a leading provider of mediumspeed gas and 
dualfuel engines since 2005, and has been developing LNG tech   no logy 
since the 1980s. “A string of new orders demonstrates the viability of 
Wärtsilä’s dualfuel engines for a wide range of vessels,” says an August 
2012 article on the company website.

Th e dualfuel engine technology pioneered by Wärtsilä allows a 
seamless switch to conventional marine fuels if necessary. Th e com
pany says that when operating in natural gas mode, the nitrogen oxide 
emissions are 85 per cent below those specifi ed in current marine 
regulations, with CO2 emissions down 25 per cent from those of a con
ventional marine engine running on diesel.

Could even natural gas–powered air transport be coming? Maybe. 
Wyoming’s Aviat Aircraft and the Aviation Foundation of America, 
Inc. unveiled a pistonpowered small plane that can operate on CNG 
or aviation fuel by fl ipping a switch at an air show in Oshkosh, Wis., in 
July. Th e modifi ed A1C had been fi tted with a Type IV fuel cylinder.

Back on earth, drilling rigs—where consumption of diesel fuel can 
total from 1,500 to 2,000 gallons or more per day, depending on the 
project, electricity requirements, weather and other factors—are also 
making a switch to gas, dual or bifuel systems. Th e savings can be big.

In July 2011, when Chesapeake Energy Corporation announced 
plans to convert 100 drilling rigs plus its entire pressure pumping fl eet 
to run off  LNG, savings were estimated at around $230 million annu
ally. In its fourthquarter conference call, Encana said it had saved 
$11 million in 2011 by using approximately 14 LNGfuelled rigs. Th e 

Most, vicepresident of Encana Natural Gas Inc., a subsidiary of 
Encana Corporation.

Canada has six LNG vehicle refuelling stations, private and public, 
and a further eight are planned, according to Westport Innovations Inc.

An announcement from UPS earlier this year must have bolstered 
optimism about the trucking sector shifting from diesel to natural 
gas. In April, UPS said that it was accelerating growth of its altern ative 
vehicle fleet and would buy about 700 LNGpowered tractor units, 
with plans for four additional fuelling stations by the end of 2014. 
At the time of the announcement, the company operated 112 LNG 
units in the United States, with a total of a 1,000 NGV units on the 
road worldwide.

Earlier this year, Bison Transport, after taking delivery of 15 
Peterbilt Motors Company tractors with 15litre Westport high
pressure diesel injection LNG engines, began using the trucks for 
hauling along a corridor in Alberta. Th e trucks are using Shell Flying J 
fuelling outlets in Edmonton, Red Deer and Calgary. “Th is should hit 
the cumulative millionmile mark (1.6 million kilometres) by the end 
of Q1/2014 at the latest,” says Chris Trajkovski, vicepresident, fl eet 
maintenance, at Bison.

He says units usually pull long combos—two 53foot trailers—and, 
with LNG, they have a 650–700mile (1,046–1,127kilometre) range, 
compared to 850–1,000 miles (1,368–1,609 kilometres) for diesel. He 
notes that major manufacturers like Volvo, Daimler AG and Navistar 
are on board with the NGV concept.

Encana’s Most and others make the point that, with natural gas 
prices signifi cantly lower than diesel and expected to stay that way 
for the foreseeable future, switching to gas makes sense for high
horsepower applications. Th e two manufacturers of locomotives 
in North America, GE and Caterpillar’s ElectroMotive Diesel, Inc. 
(EMD), are both “looking at gas [for locomotives],” Most says, as are 
the railroads, which are voracious diesel consumers. After the U.S. 
Navy, the BNSF Railway Company is the largest purchaser of diesel in 

Energy Profi le 
a megajoule is a unit of energy. The following table shows how the energy 
content compares for a litre of diesel, LnG and CnG.

LnG is natural gas that has been condensed into a liquid by being cooled to 
-162 degrees Celsius (-260 degrees Fahrenheit). at atmospheric pressure, 
LnG occupies only 1/600 the volume of natural gas in ambient vapour 
form. Since it must be kept at such cold temperatures, LnG is stored in 
double-walled, vacuum-insulated pressure vessels. LnG fuel systems are 
typically only used with heavy-duty vehicles requiring greater driving range.
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ally. In its fourthquarter conference call, Encana said it had saved 
$11 million in 2011 by using approximately 14 LNGfuelled rigs. Th e 
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Encana Corporation.

Canada has six LNG vehicle refuelling stations, private and public, 
and a further eight are planned, according to Westport Innovations Inc.
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gas. In April, UPS said that it was accelerating growth of its altern ative 
vehicle fleet and would buy about 700 LNGpowered tractor units, 
with plans for four additional fuelling stations by the end of 2014. 
At the time of the announcement, the company operated 112 LNG 
units in the United States, with a total of a 1,000 NGV units on the 
road worldwide.

Earlier this year, Bison Transport, after taking delivery of 15 
Peterbilt Motors Company tractors with 15litre Westport high
pressure diesel injection LNG engines, began using the trucks for 
hauling along a corridor in Alberta. Th e trucks are using Shell Flying J 
fuelling outlets in Edmonton, Red Deer and Calgary. “Th is should hit 
the cumulative millionmile mark (1.6 million kilometres) by the end 
of Q1/2014 at the latest,” says Chris Trajkovski, vicepresident, fl eet 
maintenance, at Bison.

He says units usually pull long combos—two 53foot trailers—and, 
with LNG, they have a 650–700mile (1,046–1,127kilometre) range, 
compared to 850–1,000 miles (1,368–1,609 kilometres) for diesel. He 
notes that major manufacturers like Volvo, Daimler AG and Navistar 
are on board with the NGV concept.

Encana’s Most and others make the point that, with natural gas 
prices signifi cantly lower than diesel and expected to stay that way 
for the foreseeable future, switching to gas makes sense for high
horsepower applications. Th e two manufacturers of locomotives 
in North America, GE and Caterpillar’s ElectroMotive Diesel, Inc. 
(EMD), are both “looking at gas [for locomotives],” Most says, as are 
the railroads, which are voracious diesel consumers. After the U.S. 
Navy, the BNSF Railway Company is the largest purchaser of diesel in 
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-162 degrees Celsius (-260 degrees Fahrenheit). at atmospheric pressure, 
LnG occupies only 1/600 the volume of natural gas in ambient vapour 
form. Since it must be kept at such cold temperatures, LnG is stored in 
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typically only used with heavy-duty vehicles requiring greater driving range.
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“ today, 57 per cent of the 
rigs we use run on natural 
gas. twenty-nine per cent 
of our 1,400-truck fl eet 
is an nGV [natural gas 
vehicle].”

— Matt Most, vice-president, Encana Natural Gas Inc.

company fi rst used gaspowered drilling rigs in 2006. “Today, 57 per cent 
of the rigs we use run on natural gas. Twentynine per cent of our 1,400 
truck fl eet is an NGV. We have six public CNG stations and two public 
LNG stations, all built in the last two years,” Most says.

In a 2012 discussion paper on conversion economics, Global Hunter 
Securities, LLC said that payback “can be as short as 182 days if the rig 
utilizes fi eld gas, or 616 days if the rig runs off  LNG.”

CNG also looks set for an expanding role in the drilling sector. In 
Saskatchewan, drilling rigs going for a CNG option now have a facility 
in Weyburn. Th e CNG depot there, which is a joint project of CanGas 
Solutions, a subsidiary of CanElson Drilling Inc., and SaskEnergy, is 
designed to fi ll tube trailers that will transport the fuel to CNGpowered 
rigs. With nearly half the rigs operating in Saskatchewan in the Weyburn 
area, the new facility could well encounter growing demand if, as an
ticipated, more rigs in the region convert their diesel engines to bifuel 
capability for operating on a mixture of natural gas and diesel.

In Alberta, Calgarybased Neptune Gas Technologies Ltd., in 
concert with affi  liate Grantech Engineering International, off ers 
marine and landbased transport systems for CNG. Composite re
inforced pressure vessels (CRPVs) are a key aspect of both systems. 
Th ey involve patented technologies developed by NCF Industries, 
Inc. for overwrapping pipe and pressure vessels. By taking advantage 
of the hoop strength of the composite, the highpressure pipe (3,600 
pounds per square inch), which is designed to ASME standards, is 
lighter and less costly than allsteel pipe.

Sections of 42inchdiameter pipe, 39 feet long, include a fi breglass
based wrapping. “Formed heads are used [at each end] and the parts 
are welded together using proprietary technology,” says Geoff  Cano, 
marketing director at Neptune.

Neptune’s landbased system went commercial about fi ve years ago,   
and a standard transport module consists of three CRPVs. “Th e trio comes 
as a unit with a steel frame at each end for container stacking,” Cano says.

A truck unit of three CNG containers is called a C340; C240 and 
C440 confi gurations are also available. Altogether, about 60 units are 
in use worldwide so far, mostly in Peru, Th ailand and the Dominican 
Republic, as well as North America. Cano says a C340 can hold the 
equivalent of 7,000 litres of diesel. “We’re targeting largevolume diesel 
consumers—rigs, mining equipment, frac pumps,” he says.

Edmontonbased Hitec Fuel Systems Ltd.—which, besides turn
key upfi tting, maintenance and repair, specializes in NGV conver
sions for CNG and propane—is another western Canadian company 
that looks well positioned to take advantage of the shift to natural 
gas–powered transport.

As demand for NGV has been gathering momentum, the company 
has also focused on optimizing the tank storage—often the most costly 
component of a conversion. “Carbon fi bre is a good solution and we’ve 
been using it with a plastic bladder. It’s a higher cost, though. But it 
makes the truck lighter for hauling on the highway, so you can carry 
more,” says Tim Dykes, president and chief executive offi  cer of Hitec.

Th e company’s bifuel systems allow vehicles to operate on their 
existing fuel source as well as CNG. Until recently, most conversions 
were for small to midsize engines. For heavyduty stationary engines 
used on drilling rigs and pumps, Hitec is a distributor for externally 
sourced bifuel systems.

But now, with the help of some funding from Albertabased 
Climate Change and Emissions Management Corporation, Hitec has 
developed a conversion system for heavyduty diesel engines that 
will allow them to use a high proportion of natural gas. Th e funding 
helped the fi rm speed up the development process. “We’ve engineered 
a system to go on a truck with no engine modifi cations at all. Th e 
conversion [equipment] is all outside the OEM [original equipment 
manufacturer] engine platform,” Dykes says.

Th e new system, which is available for any diesel vehicle engine 
from a threequarter ton to a Class 8 highway tractor, became com
mercially available September 1. 

FUEL SWITCH
Neptune is targeting large-volume diesel consumers with its composite reinforced 
pressure vessels for compressed natural gas. The C3-40 (top) can hold the 
equivalent of 7,000 litres of diesel. Encana has built six compressed natural gas 
stations and two lique� ed natural gas stations open to the public (bottom) in the 
past two years.
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“ today, 57 per cent of the 
rigs we use run on natural 
gas. twenty-nine per cent 
of our 1,400-truck fl eet 
is an nGV [natural gas 
vehicle].”

— Matt Most, vice-president, Encana Natural Gas Inc.

company fi rst used gaspowered drilling rigs in 2006. “Today, 57 per cent 
of the rigs we use run on natural gas. Twentynine per cent of our 1,400 
truck fl eet is an NGV. We have six public CNG stations and two public 
LNG stations, all built in the last two years,” Most says.

In a 2012 discussion paper on conversion economics, Global Hunter 
Securities, LLC said that payback “can be as short as 182 days if the rig 
utilizes fi eld gas, or 616 days if the rig runs off  LNG.”

CNG also looks set for an expanding role in the drilling sector. In 
Saskatchewan, drilling rigs going for a CNG option now have a facility 
in Weyburn. Th e CNG depot there, which is a joint project of CanGas 
Solutions, a subsidiary of CanElson Drilling Inc., and SaskEnergy, is 
designed to fi ll tube trailers that will transport the fuel to CNGpowered 
rigs. With nearly half the rigs operating in Saskatchewan in the Weyburn 
area, the new facility could well encounter growing demand if, as an
ticipated, more rigs in the region convert their diesel engines to bifuel 
capability for operating on a mixture of natural gas and diesel.

In Alberta, Calgarybased Neptune Gas Technologies Ltd., in 
concert with affi  liate Grantech Engineering International, off ers 
marine and landbased transport systems for CNG. Composite re
inforced pressure vessels (CRPVs) are a key aspect of both systems. 
Th ey involve patented technologies developed by NCF Industries, 
Inc. for overwrapping pipe and pressure vessels. By taking advantage 
of the hoop strength of the composite, the highpressure pipe (3,600 
pounds per square inch), which is designed to ASME standards, is 
lighter and less costly than allsteel pipe.

Sections of 42inchdiameter pipe, 39 feet long, include a fi breglass
based wrapping. “Formed heads are used [at each end] and the parts 
are welded together using proprietary technology,” says Geoff  Cano, 
marketing director at Neptune.

Neptune’s landbased system went commercial about fi ve years ago,   
and a standard transport module consists of three CRPVs. “Th e trio comes 
as a unit with a steel frame at each end for container stacking,” Cano says.

A truck unit of three CNG containers is called a C340; C240 and 
C440 confi gurations are also available. Altogether, about 60 units are 
in use worldwide so far, mostly in Peru, Th ailand and the Dominican 
Republic, as well as North America. Cano says a C340 can hold the 
equivalent of 7,000 litres of diesel. “We’re targeting largevolume diesel 
consumers—rigs, mining equipment, frac pumps,” he says.

Edmontonbased Hitec Fuel Systems Ltd.—which, besides turn
key upfi tting, maintenance and repair, specializes in NGV conver
sions for CNG and propane—is another western Canadian company 
that looks well positioned to take advantage of the shift to natural 
gas–powered transport.

As demand for NGV has been gathering momentum, the company 
has also focused on optimizing the tank storage—often the most costly 
component of a conversion. “Carbon fi bre is a good solution and we’ve 
been using it with a plastic bladder. It’s a higher cost, though. But it 
makes the truck lighter for hauling on the highway, so you can carry 
more,” says Tim Dykes, president and chief executive offi  cer of Hitec.

Th e company’s bifuel systems allow vehicles to operate on their 
existing fuel source as well as CNG. Until recently, most conversions 
were for small to midsize engines. For heavyduty stationary engines 
used on drilling rigs and pumps, Hitec is a distributor for externally 
sourced bifuel systems.

But now, with the help of some funding from Albertabased 
Climate Change and Emissions Management Corporation, Hitec has 
developed a conversion system for heavyduty diesel engines that 
will allow them to use a high proportion of natural gas. Th e funding 
helped the fi rm speed up the development process. “We’ve engineered 
a system to go on a truck with no engine modifi cations at all. Th e 
conversion [equipment] is all outside the OEM [original equipment 
manufacturer] engine platform,” Dykes says.

Th e new system, which is available for any diesel vehicle engine 
from a threequarter ton to a Class 8 highway tractor, became com
mercially available September 1. 

FUEL SWITCH
Neptune is targeting large-volume diesel consumers with its composite reinforced 
pressure vessels for compressed natural gas. The C3-40 (top) can hold the 
equivalent of 7,000 litres of diesel. Encana has built six compressed natural gas 
stations and two lique� ed natural gas stations open to the public (bottom) in the 
past two years.
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LIQUID SPARK PLUG
Westport HPDI technology 
uses natural gas as the 
primary fuel and a small 
amount of diesel as a 
pilot ignition source. The 
patented injector’s dual-
concentric needle design 
enables small quantities 
of diesel fuel and large 
quantities of natural gas 
to be delivered at high 
pressure to the 
combustion chamber.

a factorydirect option from leading truck and bus manufacturers. More 
than 34,000 Cummins Westport engines are in service worldwide, ac
cording to the company.

As Patric Ouellette, vicepresident and chief technology offi  cer at 
Westport, said in a keynote presentation at an American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers technical conference in Vancouver last year, 
the company has relationships with other global brands including 
Caterpillar Inc., General Motors, Kenworth Truck Company, Peterbilt 
Motors Company and Volvo Trucks.

In an interview, Ouellette discusses a recent innovation, the Westport 
iCE PACK LNG Tank System, which the company introduced earlier this 
year. “Th e iCE PACK provides a method of stabilizing tank fuel pressure 
to ensure a steady stream of fuel to where it’s needed,” he says.

Designed for sparkignited natural gas–powered engines, like those 
in the Cummins Westport line, the system’s sensors monitor fuel pres
sure. When needed, a pump is activated to deliver the required fuel 
pressure to the engine.

Because of its use of cold liquefi ed natural gas (LNG) fuel (240 degrees 
Fahrenheit or 30 pounds per square inch), the iCE PACK system doubles 
tank hold times. “Th e code requires fi ve days. We off er up to 10 days’ hold 
time,” Ouellette says.

Th e 60gallon dieselequivalent tank can use either warm (sat
urated) or cold (unsaturated) LNG, but vehicle range is increased by 
up to 10 per cent when using cold LNG.

 Godfrey Budd

T he prospect of low natural gas prices for a generation resulting 
from the shale bonanza has set the economic stage for a much 
wider use of natural gas vehicles (NGVs). But without the avail

ability of some mature technologies and successful products, which 
in turn are helping to underpin today’s continued innovation, the ride 
toward a more natural gas–powered future would likely be a whole lot 
bumpier—and more than somewhat delayed.

Westport Innovations Inc. is as close as any to the heart of today’s 
gas engine technology that is surely playing a key role in bringing on the 
NGV revolution.

Th e Westport story has its beginnings in the work of Philip Hill, who, 
about three decades ago, began exploring ways to make heavyduty 
truck engines burn cleaner, producing fewer nitrous oxides and other 
particulates. Working with a team of research engineers and graduate 
students at the University of British Columbia, the mechanical en gineering 
professor, now retired, focused on the possible use of natural gas in 
diesel engines. Th e aims were both to reduce harmful emissions and to 
retain the performance, reliability, fuel economy and other benefi ts of 
the conventional diesel engine.

Hill’s research resulted in the concept and development of high
pressure direct injection (HPDI), which allows diesel engines to run 
on a mixture of about 95 per cent natural gas and fi ve per cent diesel, 
but with the power and effi  ciency diesels are known for. It also reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions by up to 27 per cent.

His research group’s work led to the founding in 1995 of Vancouver
based Westport. Th e publicly traded company had already grown to 
over 650 employees with a technology portfolio including more than 
200 patents—many stemming from Hill’s original series of inventions—
when Hill received an Ernest C. Manning Innovation Award in 2011.

In 2006, HPDI found commercial application when the com
pany launched the Westport 15L. Th e 15litre natural gas engine has 
the same horsepower and torque as its dieselfuelled equivalent. It 
combines proprietary HPDI natural gas technology with the proven 
Cummins ISX block and is suited for hauling heavier loads—80,000 
pounds and over.

More than a decade ago, Cummins Westport Inc. was formed from 
a jointventure agreement between Cummins Inc. and Westport. 
Today, Cummins Westport designs, engineers and markets six to 
12litre sparkignited natural gas engines for commercial transportation 
applications, including highway trucks and buses. Th e 100 per cent 
natural gas engines are manufactured by Cummins and are available as 

Innovative research and impeccable timing propels 
B.C. company to forefront of natural gas conversion
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LIQUID SPARK PLUG
Westport HPDI technology 
uses natural gas as the 
primary fuel and a small 
amount of diesel as a 
pilot ignition source. The 
patented injector’s dual-
concentric needle design 
enables small quantities 
of diesel fuel and large 
quantities of natural gas 
to be delivered at high 
pressure to the 
combustion chamber.

a factorydirect option from leading truck and bus manufacturers. More 
than 34,000 Cummins Westport engines are in service worldwide, ac
cording to the company.

As Patric Ouellette, vicepresident and chief technology offi  cer at 
Westport, said in a keynote presentation at an American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers technical conference in Vancouver last year, 
the company has relationships with other global brands including 
Caterpillar Inc., General Motors, Kenworth Truck Company, Peterbilt 
Motors Company and Volvo Trucks.

In an interview, Ouellette discusses a recent innovation, the Westport 
iCE PACK LNG Tank System, which the company introduced earlier this 
year. “Th e iCE PACK provides a method of stabilizing tank fuel pressure 
to ensure a steady stream of fuel to where it’s needed,” he says.

Designed for sparkignited natural gas–powered engines, like those 
in the Cummins Westport line, the system’s sensors monitor fuel pres
sure. When needed, a pump is activated to deliver the required fuel 
pressure to the engine.

Because of its use of cold liquefi ed natural gas (LNG) fuel (240 degrees 
Fahrenheit or 30 pounds per square inch), the iCE PACK system doubles 
tank hold times. “Th e code requires fi ve days. We off er up to 10 days’ hold 
time,” Ouellette says.

Th e 60gallon dieselequivalent tank can use either warm (sat
urated) or cold (unsaturated) LNG, but vehicle range is increased by 
up to 10 per cent when using cold LNG.

Godfrey Budd

T he prospect of low natural gas prices for a generation resulting 
from the shale bonanza has set the economic stage for a much 
wider use of natural gas vehicles (NGVs). But without the avail

ability of some mature technologies and successful products, which 
in turn are helping to underpin today’s continued innovation, the ride 
toward a more natural gas–powered future would likely be a whole lot 
bumpier—and more than somewhat delayed.

Westport Innovations Inc. is as close as any to the heart of today’s 
gas engine technology that is surely playing a key role in bringing on the 
NGV revolution.

Th e Westport story has its beginnings in the work of Philip Hill, who, 
about three decades ago, began exploring ways to make heavyduty 
truck engines burn cleaner, producing fewer nitrous oxides and other 
particulates. Working with a team of research engineers and graduate 
students at the University of British Columbia, the mechanical en gineering 
professor, now retired, focused on the possible use of natural gas in 
diesel engines. Th e aims were both to reduce harmful emissions and to 
retain the performance, reliability, fuel economy and other benefi ts of 
the conventional diesel engine.

Hill’s research resulted in the concept and development of high
pressure direct injection (HPDI), which allows diesel engines to run 
on a mixture of about 95 per cent natural gas and fi ve per cent diesel, 
but with the power and effi  ciency diesels are known for. It also reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions by up to 27 per cent.

His research group’s work led to the founding in 1995 of Vancouver
based Westport. Th e publicly traded company had already grown to 
over 650 employees with a technology portfolio including more than 
200 patents—many stemming from Hill’s original series of inventions—
when Hill received an Ernest C. Manning Innovation Award in 2011.

In 2006, HPDI found commercial application when the com
pany launched the Westport 15L. Th e 15litre natural gas engine has 
the same horsepower and torque as its dieselfuelled equivalent. It 
combines proprietary HPDI natural gas technology with the proven 
Cummins ISX block and is suited for hauling heavier loads—80,000 
pounds and over.

More than a decade ago, Cummins Westport Inc. was formed from 
a jointventure agreement between Cummins Inc. and Westport. 
Today, Cummins Westport designs, engineers and markets six to 
12litre sparkignited natural gas engines for commercial transportation 
applications, including highway trucks and buses. Th e 100 per cent 
natural gas engines are manufactured by Cummins and are available as 
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T hree of the world’s largest industrial conglomerates have 
announced plans to build a US$30million laboratoryscale 
re actor to test an innovative technology that would produce 

synthetic gas (syngas) from CO2.
Th e Germanybased companies  —Th e Linde Group, Th yssenKrupp 

and BASF  —announced plans in early July to develop the project along 
with scientifi c partners VDEhBetriebsforschungsinstitut, 
Dusseldorf and TU Dortmund University at the university campus.

Th e German Federal Ministry of Education and Research provided 
about 40 per cent of the funding for the project, which will last three years.

Stefan Metz, manager of clean technology communications for 
Linde, says the technology, called methane pyrolysis or methane decom
position, could serve as an alternative to steam methane reforming 
(SMR), which is commonly used to produce hydrogen and steam for 
refi neries and other industrial applications.

Linde is a leading supplier of SMR plants, with 200 units worldwide. 
SMR involves feeding natural gas, liquid gas or naphtha into catalytic 
tube reactors, where it is then converted into hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide (also known as syngas). Th e syngas then reacts further to 
produce more hydrogen and CO2.

Syngas is a key raw material for the chemical industry and is also 
used to produce fuels. Unfortunately, SMR is a costly technology to 
deploy, since the plants operate at pressures of 200–600 pounds per 
square inch and at temperatures of 815–925 degrees Celsius. Th e 
technology also produces a large amount of CO2, contributing to 
greenhouse gas emissions.

“Methane pyrolysis is a smart way to produce [hydrogen] with fewer 
CO2 emissions than SMR,” says Metz. “We and our project partners 
are convinced [we] have an attractive approach, leading to a valuable 
carbon product, low energy consumption by internal heat recovery 
and hydrogen at a competitive price.”

Methane pyrolysis involves a twostep process. In the fi rst step, an 
innovative hightemperature technology processes natural gas and 
produces hydrogen and carbon. Th e companies say that the technol
ogy produces very little CO2 compared to other technologies. During 
the second step, the hydrogen is reacted with large volumes of CO2, 
also from other industrial processes, to render syngas.

Th e companies say they eventually plan to utilize CO2 to produce 
syngas on an industrial scale.

“Methane decomposition complements our existing technol
ogy portfolio, as well as our hydrogen, CO2 and syngas businesses,” 
explains Harald Ranke, head of clean energy technology for Linde.

“Compared to standard procedures of hydrogen operation, this 
new technology stands out for its higher effi  ciency and for reducing 
CO2 by half. We fi gure that customers from both the industrial and the 
hydrogen mobility sector might benefi t from this.”

Metz says the partners want to advance to the pilot plant stage by 2016.
“Commercialization could start from 2020 onwards. A global rollout 

is thinkable [with] regions with lower natural gas prices [being] pre
ferred,” he says. “North America is an option for a second demo plant.”

Eddy Isaacs, chief executive offi  cer of Alberta Innovates – Energy 
and Environment Solutions, which promotes the advancement of 

greener technologies, says the technology appears to hold a great deal 
of promise. “SMR is the commercial technology used now to convert 
natural gas to hydrogen,” he says. “You get a lot of CO2 as a result, 
because natural gas is a stable molecule not easily reacted. What the 
Linde technology does is form hydrogen and carbon, not CO2.”

He says one of his concerns is whether the technology can be scaled 
up for industrial purposes. “Th is is at a fairly early stage of development,” 
he says. “Can it be scaled up, or is it an ‘ish’ technology [small scale]?”

Carbon contest
Isaacs and other Alberta scientists are currently focused on finding 
new technologies for using CO2 through a competition called the 
Grand Challenge: Innovative Carbon Uses. The Climate Change and 
Emissions Management Corporation announced the $35million con
test in February, and is hoping to encourage innovators to discover 
new uses for carbon with a $10million grand prize.

The Grand Challenge will award up to 20 submissions with 
prizes of $500,000 each. Subsequent rounds will hand out 
$3 million each to five projects and the $10 million grand prize 
to a single project.   

Challenging Carbon
Companies from around the world are developing new ways to 
reduce carbon footprint in Alberta’s oil and gas industry

By Jim Bentein

ATOM SPLITTING
Atlantic Hydrogen’s CarbonSaver uses an electrical arc in its high-temperature 
torch array to split off some carbon and hydrogen atoms from methane molecules, 
leaving free hydrogen in the gas mix and creating a cleaner-burning fuel.
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“If we could effi  ciently convert the CO2 into something that is useful, 
we could create a revenue stream to off set the cost of capturing CO2,” 
Isaacs explained when the contest was announced.

CO2 can be used as a building block to create a variety of chemicals 
and fuels, but the challenge is breaking down such a stable molecule, he 
says. Winning ideas could involve any type of process, including convert
ing CO2 into a usable solid material or using biological processes to gener
ate new products from carbon, such as creating oils from algae.

Isaacs says one factor that will infl uence what technologies are 
chosen is Alberta’s cold climate. For that reason, some form of reactor 
techno logy will probably be necessary. Other factors taken into ac
count will be the greenhouse gas benefi ts, economic impact, project 
time frame and the overall viability of the business model. Final tech
nologies will likely not be selected until later this year or early in 2014.

Reducing carbon footprint
Another carbon reducing technology, Atlantic Hydrogen Inc.’s CarbonSaver 
device, was fi rst developed about a decade ago by researchers at McGill 
University in Montreal and the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton.

Similar to Linde’s technology, Atlantic Hydrogen’s technology 
enriches natural gas with hydrogen to form a fuel that burns in internal 
combustion engines. Th e CarbonSaver separates carbon and hydrogen 
atoms from the methane molecule, leaving free hydrogen in the gas 
mix. Th e end result is a hydrogenenriched gas that contains 84 per cent 
methane and 10 per cent hydrogen, with about six per cent impurities 
(about the same as before processing).

Th e carbon reduction takes place in the CarbonSaver’s high
temperature torch array, where gas passes through a hightemperature 
electrical arc that causes the methane to react, splitting off  some 
carbon and hydrogen atoms.

Because the enriched natural gas that is produced carries less 
carbon than regular natural gas, it generates less CO2 and carbon mon
oxide when burned, thereby emitting less carbon overall.

Atlantic Hydrogen also claims the CarbonSaver cuts nitrogen oxide 
emissions in natural gas engines by allowing a leaner burn. Th e presence 
of added hydrogen allows the engine to take in more air in the fuelair mix.

Early on, the company identifi ed the gas pipeline market as a key 
target, with the idea of burning the hydrogenenriched gas in compres
sor stations. In 2008, Encana Corporation announced a $3million 
contribution from its Environmental Innovation Fund, while the 
provincial and federal governments contributed $2 million.

In 2009, New Brunswick–based utility Emera Inc. acquired a stake 
in the company and has since invested $10 million helping it further 
develop the technology.

Last year, Atlantic Hydrogen announced it would develop a $5million 
commercialscale plant located at Emera’s Bayside power generating 
station near Saint John.

David Wagner, company president and chief executive offi  cer, 
says that plant, which will go into operation this fall, will produce 
750 kilograms of hydrogen per day and 1,000 tonnes of carbon per 
year. Th e hydrogen will be sold to the nearby Irving Oil refi nery, while 
the carbon will be sold to tire manufacturers and others in Ontario and 
Quebec. He sees the plant eventually being expanded to produce triple 
its initial volumes.

Wagner says the company sees many uses for its technology in energy
producing areas like Alberta and he has met with several Albertabased 
companies to discuss its application. He says it could be used to lower the 
carbon footprint of oilsands upgraders, refi neries and other plants.

Wagner also hopes the Linde technology will eventually be com
mercially developed and doesn’t see the two being competitors. “Th eir 
application is much larger than our approach,” he says. “Th ey would 
produce hundreds of thousands of kilograms of hydrogen a day, while 
our target is less than 10,000 kilograms of hydrogen a day.” 

Saving you money and protecting the 

environment is what we do best. In fact, 

we saved a client over $170,000 while 

reducing CO2 emissions by 95% – that’s 

nearly 540 tonnes of carbon. How do we 

know this?

Nilex’s new Innovation Calculator 
estimates the percentage CO2 savings as 

well as potential dollar savings when using 
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Sean Hannigan spent his early working years as a “rig pig,” 
toiling on oil and gas rigs in western Canada. Now he and the 
company he founded are striving to make sure those “pigs,” and 

the oil and gas industry overall, can cast aside images of the past, 
when oilsoaked rig hands often looked like characters in the 1950s 
horror fi lm Creature from the Black Lagoon.

Hannigan, president and founder of Edmontonbased Swift 
Environmental Equipment Ltd., had more than 20 years of experi
ence in the oilfi eld industry—working on landbased and off shore 
drilling and service rigs, in pipeline construction and heavy equip
ment—before inventing a piece of equipment that has become 
the foundation of a company that off ers a range of environmental 
products and services.

“Our vision is to provide a package of environmental products 
and services for the drilling rig industry, for the pipeline sector and 
for other industries, but so far we haven’t had enough support for 
the environmental services valueadded part,” says Tara Hannigan, 
company vicepresident and chief operating offi  cer and Sean’s wife 
of 25 years.

She worries that if the industry doesn’t take the initiative itself to 
become more environmentally proactive, it will be forced to do so 
by governments. “Th is is the time they should be leaders, rather than 
waiting for the regulators to dictate,” she says.

Meanwhile, the company, which employs six people fulltime and 
has annual sales of a few million dollars, is seeing sales of its signature 
product grow steadily, while planning to roll out its environmental 
services to the United States and other markets outside of Canada, and 
slowly building that aspect of its business within Canada.

Th at core product, its portable drilling rig vacuum—which Sean 
invented and patented before Swift was founded in 2006—has grown 
in popularity in the drilling industry, with companies like Precision 
Drilling Corporation and Trinidad Drilling Ltd., which Tara called 
“environmental leaders,” buying more of them every year.

“We sold 50 systems last year and that was up from 25 the year 
before,” she says. With the systems costing about $35,000 each, the rev
enue they generate still represents the lion’s share of company sales.

Th e vacuums, which can be transported in a truck and skid
mounted, can replace bulkier and more costly vacuum systems, 
“which are so large they could take up a whole room.”

Vacuum systems haven’t always been used at drilling sites to suck 
up the drilling fl uids, diesel and crude that can be released. Cost has 
something to do with that, she says. “If a drill crew needs a vacuum 
system, they can cost $2,000 a day,” she says. “But with three or four 
of our vacuums on a rig, there would be no spills.”

Th e vacuums can be powered by electricity, diesel or gasoline. 
“It’s a lubricant vacuum system that keeps the work area clean and 
safe,” she says.

Th e company also sells a rigfl oor cleaning wand, which uses steam 
and detergents to vacuum and pressure wash rigfl oor safety mats. It 
can also be used to clean fl oors, walls, equipment, tanks and pits.

“It’s the same idea as using a carpet cleaner,” she says. “On our 
website, we show it being used on a mat that is soaked with water and 
dirt, and it ends up being clean and dry after the wand is used on it.”

While the oil and gas industry represents Swift’s largest client 
base, Tara says it has sold vacuum systems to mining companies, 
which have used them to deal with water containment. Swift is 
also targeting the pipeline sector and is in talks with a large pipe
line company.

Th e company also sells containment and spill kits, designed for 
secondary spill containment. Th e easytouse systems include a “Th row 
n’Go” unit for portable spill containment, which requires no assembly; 
a foam berm device; a snaptogether side wall containment  

A Clean Sweep
Drilling rig vacuum exerts pull on environmentally keen 
companies at home and abroad 

By Jim Bentein

MULTIPURPOSE USE
Used primarily for clean-up of spilled drilling � uid, diesel and crude oil on the 
drilling rig � oor, Swift’s oil� eld vacuum system technology is also being marketed to 
the mining and pipeline sectors.

GAINING MOMENTUM
Increasing emphasis on environmental performance is leading to growing sales of 
clean-up equipment like Swift’s portable drilling rig vacuum systems.

a foam berm device; a snaptogether side wall containment 
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system; and a fl exible spill pan system, which also doesn’t require any 
assembly. All of those systems meet U.S. and Canadian environmental 
regulation standards.

One of the company’s newest off erings is a noxious weed–control 
management program. Swift provides inspection and onsite 
supervision, 100 per cent containment, disposal of solids and 
wastewater, and certification. It also provides data collection and 
documentation.

The company is working with Alberta Agriculture and Rural 
Development on a program to control clubroot, a disease that can 
cause drastic yield reduction in most of the crops grown in Canada.

Swift has received help from Export Development Canada, which 
offers financial and risk management help for Canadian companies 
wanting to export, as well as from the Department Foreign Affairs, 
Trade and Development to expand to the United States—where it 
has an agent in North Dakota—to Colombia and to the Middle East. 
It also has an agent in Halifax.

While it has some competition in the equipment area, Tara says 
Swift continues to innovate and come up with new products and 
improvements to its existing equipment.

With a fleet of about 2,000 drilling rigs in Canada and 10 times 
that in the United States—not to mention rigs active outside of 
North America—sales of its vacuum, wand and containment sys
tems can only grow, she says.

She believes its strongest growth potential in the future will be in 
offering environmental services, which it already does through 
retaining consultants who specialize in water and other issues.

“We are now offering training on the use of our environmental 
products, but we believe we can expand that to training in best 
practices and other areas,” says Tara, who has a computer science 
and systems analysis background. “Our vision is to help companies 
adopt best practices and procedures to mitigate environmental 
incidents before they happen.”

She says it appears as if customers in newly developing oil and 
gas areas, such as Colombia, are more open to the idea of letting 
Swift help them deal with environmental issues than the industry is 
in Canada. However, growth is inevitable in Canada in the environ
mental services area as well, given the industry’s need to improve 
its performance and reputation. 

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Tara hannigan, Swift Enviornmental Equipment Ltd.
Tel: 780-469-6365 
Email: tara@swiftenv.com

“ Our vision is to provide a package of 
environmental products and services 
for the drilling rig industry, for the 
pipeline sector and for other industries, 
but so far we haven’t had enough 
support for the environmental services 
value-added part. ”

— Tara Hannigan, vice-president and chief operating offi  cer, 
Swift Environmental Equipment Ltd.
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In order to solve one of the oilsands biggest challenges—rapidly grow
ing CO2 emissions—the industry is turning to one of nature’s smallest, 
oldest and fastestgrowing creations—CO2loving microalgae.

In a unique collaboration between the National Research Council 
Canada (NRC), Canadian Natural Resources Limited and Torontobased 
Pond Biofuels Incorporated, CO2 from Canadian Natural’s Primrose 
South thermal oilsands production facility in the Cold Lake, Alta., 
region will be captured and converted into useful products, with 
algae—and photosynthesis—doing all the work.

Th e formula is simple enough—into the algal biorefi nery goes treated 
waste water, CO2contaminated fl ue gas and higheffi  ciency light
emitting diode (LED) lighting. Out comes biomass that can be converted 
to biofuels, highprotein agricultural feed and fertilizer. Canadian Natural 
estimates that each tonne of algae produced can generate 0.3 tonnes of 
biofuel and 0.7 tonnes of biomass products, while capturing 1.8 tonnes of 
CO2 emissions and releasing 1.3 tonnes of oxygen.

If the threeyear, $19million demonstrationscale project—funded  
half by NRC, with Canadian Natural contributing $6.3 million and Pond 
Biofuels contributing $3.2 million—works as expected, the process could 
be expanded to projects throughout the oilsands, as well as to other 
industries.

Th e NRC’s Aleks Patrzykat, executive director of the Algal Carbon 
Conversion Flagship program, says modelling undertaken by the NRC, 
based on its expertise with algae, determined that algae biorefi neries situ
ated with largepoint source CO2 emitters could be a profi table proposi
tion, even without subsidies and carbon credits, as long as other revenue 
streams are included.

“In our modelling, we found this technology as having the potential 
to revolutionize how to manage pointsource emissions. Probably about 
20 per cent of the emissions stacks across industrial locations in Canada 
would be appropriate for this type of technology, and we would like to see 
that level of deployment—over the years, of course—and the path to that 
includes this demo with Canadian Natural.”

Oilsands major Canadian Natural hopes to trim CO2 emissions by 
15 per cent in mining operations and 30 per cent at in situ facilities, 
though those numbers could go higher as the process is optimized, says 
Mohamed Elgarni, manager of the algae project.

Th e company expects the pilot to start up in the fi rst or second quarter 
of 2014. Flue gas will be supplied primarily by natural gas–powered 
oncethrough steam generators (OTSGs) that produce the steam needed 
to liquefy the bitumen in the cyclic steam stimulation oilsands facility.

One of the advantages of using photobioreactor technology to trim 
emissions is that it does not require costly separation of CO2 from exhaust 
gas—of which it typically makes up eight to 12 per cent—as carbon 
capture and storage projects do. “Flue gas will be injected as it is, and the 
algae will use the CO2” as it bubbles up inside the tanks, says Elgarni. “Th e 
algae can get easily 80 per cent of it.

“We will have available process water and heat from within the 
facility, so we will use as much…waste heat [as possible] instead of 
heating from other sources,” he adds. “Water can be from any waste
water treatment facility and from the blowdown [water released from 
OTSGs to remove impurities and sediment], and it will be rich in 
nutrients—phosphates and nitrates, etc.”

For the algae itself, the company had to look no further than the lakes 
and ponds surrounding its property—though the choice of strains was a 
little more complicated. For that task, the company turned to the experts 
at the NRC, who have been growing and studying algae at the council’s 
marine research station at Ketch Harbour, N.S., for 50 years.

“Th e NRC contribution is the biology—we understand how [algae] 
works,” says Patrzykat. “We have a library of strains that have been col
lected from Canadian locations, and also have knowledge about the way 
to monitor and grow them, and to optimize the photobioreactor systems 
from a biology perspective—that’s the NRC niche.

“We are using locally occurring algae sampled from that location that 
has then been preselected for [the strain’s] ability to do what we need 
[it] to do,” he says, noting the algae strains used have not been genetically 
modifi ed in any way. “We had a scientist who toured the region, including 
the specifi c location of the demo, to collect [the strains]. At Ketch Harbour, 
where we do screening, we grow them up to a certain stage where we can 
prove some of the biology before it goes to the photobioreactor. You need 
to do quite a bit of screening to fi nd a local strain that is doing exactly what 
you want it to be doing.”

While most research has focused on laboratoryscale experimenta
tion, Pond Biofuels says its intent was to focus on largescale de velopment 
from the start to create an industrialscale production approach. Since 
its founding in 2007, it has moved relatively quickly to fi eld production, 
working with St. Marys Cement Group, a subsidiary of Brazilbased 
Votorantim Group, in St. Marys, Ont., and U.S. Steel Canada, a subsidiary 
of United States Steel, in Nanticoke, Ont., to capture their smokestack 
emissions in small demonstration projects. St. Marys has since committed 
to moving to the commercial stage.

Th e company, which estimates that each tonne of algae can generate 
100 litres or more of biodiesel, says the residual biomass can also be used 
as a substitute for coal, as is done at the St. Marys cement facility.

In addition to its fi eld experience with its closed photobioreactor 
system, Pond Biofuels off ers a proprietary tank design and higheffi  ciency 
LED lighting powered, at least in part, by solar energy that provides a spe
cifi c spectrum of light designed to promote more rapid algae growth. 

CO2 On The Menu
Algae hold promise to take a big bite out of oilsands 
greenhouse gas emissions

By Maurice Smith

CARBON EATERS
The National Research Council has collected and studied algae from across 
Canada. Algae to be used at Canadian Natural’s Primrose oilsands project to reduce 
CO2 emissions was selected from the NRC’s extensive library collection of algae.
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Th e technology was developed by company founders Steven Martin, 
chief executive offi  cer and chief scientist, and Max Kolesnik, president 
and managing director, both of whom have held numerous senior 
industrial and academic positions. An optical engineer with degrees 
in chemical physics and mechanical engineering from the University 
of Toronto, Martin was senior scientist with EXFO Photonics Solutions 
before entering academics, and worked on several patents and new 
products with companies such as Nortel Networks Corporation, JDS 
Uniphase Corporation and Intel Corporation. His background has 
helped give the company an edge in LED lighting technology.

Fuel from algae, considered a thirdgeneration biofuel, is the holy 
grail of renewable fuels. Firstgeneration biofuels—from sources like 
corn, sugar cane and vegetable oils—compete with food production 
and take up a great deal of arable land to produce. Secondgeneration 
biofuels—from nonedible lignocellulosic biomass like crop and forest 
residues and municipal solid wastes—are more complex to convert.

Hardy and easy to please, algae require little more than water, 
CO2 and light to grow at very high rates—20–30 times faster than food 
crops, with a harvesting cycle of one to 10 days. Consisting of up to 
70 per cent by weight of lipids, the oily part of the biomass, algae can, 
by some estimates, produce 80 times or more oil per unit area than 
conventional crops, producing a fuel that burns cleaner and more 
effi  ciently than petroleum. Th ough the CO2 is released when biofuel 
is consumed, as with any other liquid fuel, it is considered carbon 
neutral due to its uptake of carbon in its production.

However, technical barriers to largescale algae biofuel prod uction 
remain. Four years into a $600million joint eff ort with Synthetic 
Genomics, Inc. to genetically engineer a superior strain of algae for 
biofuel production, Exxon Mobil Corporation contends commercial 
production is probably still over 25 years away. “What we’ve come to 
understand is the hurdle is pretty high, and the hurdle seems to exist at 
the basic science level, which means it’s even more diffi  cult to solve,” 
Rex Tillerson, ExxonMobil chairman and chief executive offi  cer, told 
PBS television in March.

Patrzykat says he does not disagree with that statement, but says the 
NRC’s value proposition is valid because it involves more than mere 
prod uction of biofuel—the other valueadds have to be considered. 
NRC’s modelling included the spectrum of products that could be prod  
uced and sold, ready access to CO2 at industrial sites, as well as aspects 
such as the value of remediation of waste water and use of waste heat.

“Th e value of the fuel [alone] would not be suffi  cient to make the 
operation sustainable economically. Th e other value streams are 
absolutely necessary in the short term. For Canada, when we analyzed 
them, this is the one that was most attractive.”

For Canadian Natural, the associated products are not only valued, 
but they are also a natural fi t with the rest of the company’s operations. 
“We will extract the oil and then we can blend it with other oil streams, 
or [longer term] we can sell it as a bio oil, which needs to be further 
processed and converted into useful products like jet fuel or kerosene 
or diesel,” Elgarni says.

“And the rest [of the biomass] is going to be used for other pur
poses. We are investigating what will be the best options, depending 
on the site. On the mining side, for instance, we need fertilizer and 
soil amendment [for land reclamation]. On the in situ side, where we 
don’t need fertilizer, we could sell it as a cattle feed.” Th e reduction in 
emissions is also expected to generate carbon credits. Taken together, 
Elgarni believes the entire process will be profi table.

And if it is profi table enough, Patrzykat is confi dent its application 
will spread rapidly. “First of all, they have to be shown to be profi table, 
but if they are very profi table, I think that will speed up deployment 
dramatically. We are envisioning the fi rst commercial plant, once the 
economics are proven, within about a threeyear period, and the next 
wave of plants within maybe two to three years [later].” 

G R E E n G U i DE
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I t takes a tremendous amount of horsepower to move the large 
volumes of oil and gas produced in western Canada from the fi eld to 
market, power often provided by large industrial engines running, 

and consuming fuel, around the clock. As with any large expenditure 
on fuel, there is opportunity for largescale savings with any bit of 
effi  ciency that can be squeezed out of the works.

REM Technology Inc. and its parent company, Spartan Controls 
Ltd., have spent years researching how to improve performance—
and trim emissions—from the large industrial engines that provide 
compression for things like oil and gas gathering systems and gas 
processing plants.

Two of the company’s fl agship technologies developed inhouse 
are starting to save oil and gas producers big dollars on fuel costs. Its 
REMVue lean combustion system using air/fuel ratio (AFR) controllers 
works to improve combustion and fuel economy, while its SlipStream 
vent gas injection controller system captures gas typically vented 
to atmosphere and reroutes it to the engine’s air intake for fuel. Th e 
company has also modifi ed an innovative sparkplug called an 
ECOplug to allow for its use in Canada.

Howard Malm, chief technical officer at REM, has spearheaded 
much of the research and development into the new technologies. 
Now semiretired, he says Alberta’s carbon regulations and funding 
from its Climate Change and Emissions Management Corporation 
(CCEMC) technology fund has helped get the tech nol ogies into 
the field.

Since the REMVue AFR technology was developed and patented 
by the company, “it has been fairly widely implemented in Alberta to 
achieve fuel reduction and emissions reduction as well,” Malm says. 
“Th e technology is able to gain CO2 credits for off sets in the Alberta 
large emitters program and in B.C. [which has implemented a carbon 
tax] with respect to fuel saved.”

Malm says tightening restrictions on emissions of nitrogen oxides 
(NO and NO2, commonly known as NOx) has also helped to drive 
implementation of the technology.

Th e REMVue AFR controller optimizes the engine’s combustion 
mixture based on the horsepower needs of the compressor. Control 
of the engine speed and air pressure for AFR are obtained through 
instrumentation in a REMVue cabinet mounted near the engine or 
compressor. Th e company says typical savings in fuel consumption 
amount to 15–20 per cent.

SlipStream technology that enables use of fugitive or vented gas as 
fuel was initially patented in 2005 and has been continuously im
proved since then. Sources of both intentionally and unintentionally 
released methane that can be targeted include instrument gas vents, 
compressor packing leaks, pneumatic devices, and emissions from 
petroleum liquids tanks and dehydrators.

“Typically it comes down to not whether or not [capture] can be 
done technically, but whether or not there is economic value to the 
end user,” says Malm. “Many SlipStream installations can be totally 
justifi ed by fuel savings; with the GHG [greenhouse gas] credits being 
worth as much as the fuel, the potential user base is expanded.”

Th at has been the experience for Cenovus Energy Inc., which 
installed the technology on its largest natural gas engine compressor 
units. Milos Krnjaja, Cenovus senior energy effi  ciency engineer, says 
Cenovus has retrofi tted the REMVue AFR and SlipStream technology 
on its fl eet of about 40 engines over 1,000 horsepower, which will be 
operating for the next two years.

While the company’s lean combustion engines did not see as much 
improvement with REMVue AFR, the rich burn engines saw fuel effi  ciency 
savings of greater than 10 per cent. For the SlipStream application, the 
company generally saved two to 10 per cent, with one instance of up 
to 20 per cent.

Krnjaja says work is ongoing to tie in other vented gas sources 
where it can be done economically and Cenovus, which received 
almost $3 million in funding from CCEMC for the project, may expand 
the technology’s use to other pieces of equipment. And while it has 
required some additional operator training, and capture of vent gas 
has on occasion been less than what was expected, he says there have 
been no major challenges in installing the technology.

From a carbon credit point of view, cutting methane venting has 
a higher impact than trimming fuel use because of methane’s higher 
greenhouse gas rating—it is calculated as having about 21 times more 
global warming potential than CO2. Krnjaja says the credits acted as a 
hedge when natural gas prices dropped midway through the project. 
“About 50 per cent of the economics were coming from greenhouse 
gas credits, so when the gas price was reduced by 50 per cent, it only 
reduced my economics by 25 per cent,” he says.

In a SlipStream installation project REM conducted with Encana 
Corporation that began in 2011—funded in part by a $2.4million 
CCEMC grant—REM found that a typical 1,000horsepower engine 
consuming 260 cubic metres of natural gas per hour had available  

A Leaner Burn
Fuel system enhancements and vent gas capture leading 
to big cuts in emissions

By Maurice Smith

G R E E n G U i DE

FUEL ECONOMY
REM Technology’s SlipStream vent gas capture units have been installed on several 
natural gas compressor engines, such as this Caterpillar 3512LE, operated by major 
producers in Alberta. By redirecting previously vented methane into the air intake to 
help fuel the compressor, the technology both improves fuel ef� ciency and reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions.

FUEL ECONOMY
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four to 30 cubic metres per hour of vented gas, worth about $4,300–$32,000 
per year. Combusting rather than venting the methane makes the 
company eligible for an additional $7,900–$52,000 in carbon credits 
annually, for a total savings of $12,200–$84,000.

Th e project, at 52 off grid sites in Encana’s Clearwater Business 
Unit southeast of Calgary, involves 25 Caterpillar 3512 engines and 27 
Waukesha H24 engines. (Th e company has also committed to con
verting its remaining 27 Waukesha engines.) With full rollout being 
completed this year, Encana estimates annual fuel gas savings will be 
$550,000. An estimated 67,355 tonnes of CO2equivalent reductions per 
year would be worth an additional $1 million in annual carbon credits.

REM’s chambered electrode ECOplug—off ered as a further means 
of improving effi  ciency on engines already retrofi tted with REMVue 
AFR—is in the early phase of rollout, Malm says.

With lean combustion, extra air reduces the maximum combus
tion temperature and thereby reduces NOx, but reliably igniting the 
fuel mixture with the spark becomes more diffi  cult as the mixture 
becomes leaner, Malm says. Th e ECOplug is designed to increase the 
lean combustion limit.

It does this by incorporating a small chamber around the electrodes 
containing small orifi ces that allow admission of the airfuel mix from 
the main combustion chamber during the compression stroke. After 
ignition, the hot burning gases expand from the orifi ces as jet streams 
and ignite the lean airfuel mixture with hundreds of times the energy 
available from the original spark electrodes, Malm explains in a white 
paper published in February.

However, simply installing ECOplugs will not improve performance—
adjustment of oper ating conditions is also necessary. REM provides 
the necessary modifi cations “to make them suitable for the Canadian 
market—changes to the control system to allow them to be used more 
eff ectively,” says Malm. “It involves a software upgrade and minor 
panel modifi cations, followed by engine optimization in the fi eld.”

In fi eld testing of the ECOplug on Waukesha engines at four customer 
sites over the past four years, REM estimates the ECOplug consistently 
provided fuel effi  ciency improvements of fi ve to seven per cent, on top 
of the 10–25 per cent effi  ciency improvement already gained by the 
REMVue richtolean conversion using standard openelectrode spark 
plugs. Th e ECOplug also cuts NOx emissions and lasts longer than 
standard plugs. 

Based on estimates of greenhouse gas reduction from REMVue 
richtolean conversion, provided by Th e Prasino Group and data 
from SlipStream installations, greenhouse gas reductions from these 
two technologies will exceed 350,000 tonnes per year with fuel savings 
exceeding $15 million per year for 2013. 

G R E E n G U i DE

Per Cent Ef�ciency Improvement 

Revolutions per minute 

ECOplugs replacing open electrode plug
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SPARK ANALYSIS
Field results from an extended trial of the ECOplug showed four to seven per cent 
ef� ciency improvements. There was also a 35–50 per cent reduction in NOx emissions.
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TooLS anD TEChniQUES NEW TECH

In Situ In Charge
Using geothermic fuel cells to heat hydrocarbons and produce power

UncOnVentIOnAL OIL

E nergy lost as heat during a chemical reaction is a 
major problem associated with fuel cell tech
nology in power generation, but not so with 

in situ oilsands production. For the latter, the heat is a virtue.
“Whereas traditional developers of batteries are 

trying to maximize the electrical part of the output and 
minimize the thermal part to get their electrical effi  ciency 
up, we’re actually more interested in reversing that,” 
says Alan Forbes, president and chief executive offi  cer at 
Independent Energy Partners Inc.

Geothermic fuel cell (GFC) technology should be 
nothing short of revolutionary in unconventional 
hydrocarbon production, Forbes suggests.

“To describe it conceptually, solid oxide fuel cells 
are packaged in a tubular format as downhole heaters. 
You feed them fuel and they do two things—they get 
really hot and produce a lot of heat energy, and they 
produce electricity, which is what most people think 
these cells are for.

“But we use them in reverse. We use the high 
operating temperature—the waste heat—as the formal 
drive to recover oil. We produce baseload green elec
tricity as a byproduct.”

Forbes says the technology consists of a stack or 
set of solid oxide fuel cells, which are inserted into 
the borehole and heat the underground formation to 
release hydrocarbon liquids and gases into neighbour
ing collection wells.

Although similar to a process Royal Dutch Shell plc 
proved when using an electrical resistance heater in 
oil shale, Forbes says solid oxide fuel cells are diff erent 
because they can be powered by the gaseous hydro
carbon resources produced during in situ operations.

Oil shale, or kerogen shale, is a resource unrelated 
to tight, or shale, oil, which is generally a light oil produced 
from tight or shale formations. Oil shale refers to 
organic rich sedimentary rock containing kerogen, a 
diffi  culttoproduce solid that has to be converted   

DUAL PURPOSE
Inserted downhole, Independent 
Energy Partners’ geothermic fuel 
cell stacks could produce the 
heat necessary to produce 
oilsands or oil shale while also 
producing electricity for the grid.
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to crude oil, such as by heating it to high 
temperatures.

“In the case of solid oxide fuel cells, 
they have the ability to operate on 
multiple fuels—natural gas, hydrogen, 
carbon monoxide and raw diesel fuel, 
just to name a few. In the case of oil 
shale...about twothirds of the recovered 
energy from producing the kerogen and 
oil shale is produced as highquality 
liquid oil, and about onethird ends up 
being noncondensable gas that is very 
close in composition to natural gas.

“So what we will do as part of our 
design is we will initially direct that non
condensable gas into a cleanup stage to 
make sure it is conditioned properly as a 
fuel, and then reinject it as fuel to keep 
the fuel cells running.”

While the cell stacks require an initial 
startup with purchased fuels to heat the 
system, surplus gases are used to keep the 
fuel cells running. Forbes notes GFC tech
nology is a “very environmentally sustain
able” process for producing hydrocarbons.

“You’re not actually burning natural 
gas. Rather, you’re using its energy in a 
chemical reaction. You don’t get a lot of the 
nasty pollutants and exhaust issues [that 

come with] using natural gas as fuel, so 
there is a very small carbon footprint.”

Contained within the fuel cell 
exhaust stream is fresh water, which 
Forbes says can be reclaimed and pro
cessed, making his technology basically 
water neutral. He adds that companies 
have expressed interest in usin g his fuel 
cell technology in oilsands pro     d uction, 
which is defi nitely something his com
pany will be “fi netuning” GFC tech
nology in order to achieve.

“Th e idea is that we would deploy 
these in the tar sands, light them off —
the heat would have the same eff ect as 
with steam, as there is a level of innate 
moisture content in the tar sands. We 
would use that and gasify that as opposed 
to producing [steam] on the surface and 
pumping it down.”

Th ere will be some redesign necessary 
for GFC to be used in oilsands produc
tion, ensuring it matches the thermal 
output and absorptive characteristics of 
the oilsands. Fortunately, Forbes says: 
“Th ose things don’t take very long.”

According to Forbes, Independent 
Energy Partners fi led patents for its GFC 
technology in the early 2000s, after which 
the company entered into an agreement 
with French multi national Total S.A. in 
2008 and hired Pacifi c Northwest National 
Laboratory (PNNL) to spend the better 
part of two years validating the technol
ogy for in situ and prototype design.

“It looks to me like it has a pretty good 
chance of working,” says Gary McVay, 
retired PNNL fossil energy program 
director, who worked on the Solid State 
Energy Conversion Alliance project to de
velop lowcost, modular and fuelfl exible 
solid oxide fuel cell technology for power 
generation purposes, as well as worked 
with Forbes on its in situ application.

“[North America] has more oil tied up 
in shale and oilsands than Saudi Arabia 
has in her oilfi elds, but we just need 
a way to get it without destroying the 
environment or messing it up too badly, 
and it has to be economical,” McVay 
says, adding if fuel cell technology can 
vastly reduce the cost of unconventional 
hydrocarbon production, then it greatly 
increases the feasibility of developing 
those resources.

“We don’t have a shortage of oil. We 
just have a shortage of inexpensive oil, and 
this makes some of the more expensive oil 
aff ordable. So I think it is a game changer.”

According to McVay, if GFC can 
become a staple in the petroleum indus
try, then there would be a demand for 

mass production of modular fuel cells, 
which vastly improves the potential of 
this technology’s use in a variety of other 
purposes, such as electricity generation 
and water production.

“Just the number of fuel cells that you 
need to make these fi elds of shale work is 
very large.... We need an application so that 
we can produce large quantities [of fuel 
cells]. Th at’s how you get the costs down.”

McVay says Delphi Automotive LLP 
eventually entered an agreement with 
Independent Energy Partners to build 
GFC prototypes for testing, which it 
did in 2012. The Golden, Colo.–based 
Colorado School of Mines is currently 
testing the technology in the laboratory.

Neal Sullivan, director of the School 
of Mines’ Fuel Cell Center, says the 
fi rst prototype for the technology was 
“up and running a few months ago.” 
However, he says, the real fi rst test will 
come when researchers turn on the fi rst 
1.8metre fuel cell in the lab in October.

“Th is is going to be put in the ground, 
and so the architecture and the approach of 
designing such a thing and building such a 
thing is just very diff erent than what we’ve 
ever seen before,” Sullivan says, adding the 
fi nal challenge for researchers testing the 
product will come with trying to ensure 
a fuel cell could actually function in true 
hydrocarbonbearing formation conditions.

“We’re used to having them operate 
in homes, in automobiles and in lab
or atories, but it’s another thing to have 
them operating a quarter mile down 
below the Earth’s surface. So hooking it 
up down there, getting it down there and 
hanging it down there—those will be 
some pretty signifi cant challenges.”

Sullivan says researchers plan to 
test a fuel cell in the geology behind the 
school’s campus in about a year. While 
it is too soon to determine whether GFC 
will work to produce hydrocarbons 
underground, Sullivan believes the tech
nology certainly shows promise for the 
future of the entire fuel cell industry.

“We’ve always said that fuel cells would 
really work well and be cost eff ective if you 
were making 100,000 of them a year, which 
you would with this appli cation—you’d 
need a ton of these things to create an 
80,000 barrelperday plant. And really, if 
you can make 100,000 of them, then you 
can make 200,000, and you could really 
bring the costs down to where the fuel cells 
could enter the market in more commer
cial applications other than oil and gas.”

Forbes estimates about 80 per cent of 
electricity produced in a GFC could be 

FLAMELESS POWER
Geothermic fuel cells use a chemical reaction to generate energy 
from natural gas rather than burning it, creating a more 
environmentally sustainable process for producing challenging oil 
shale and oilsands deposits.
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tied into the grid and sold to local utility 
companies. He says fuel cell electrical out
put is considered green energy similar to 
wind and solar, except, unlike the latter 
two, a fuel cell does not produce power 
intermittently, but is instead a constant, 
reliable source.

“Baseload green energy, we think, is 
going to be a pretty easy sell.”

According to Forbes, there is an 
annual degradation of about half a per cent 
in a fuel cell’s electrical output. However, 
since it only takes four to fi ve years to 
produce a particular pay zone of oil shale 
or oilsands, he believes GFC technol
ogy’s lifespan is more than suffi  cient to 
handle the task.

McVay notes the amount of elec tricity 
GFC could produce if broadly used in 
large oilfi elds could be substantial and 
could start to replace conventional power 
stations, which fi ts in with a broader en
vironmental and energy agenda.

“Th e [U.S. Department of Energy]’s 
purpose to develop these fuel cells was to 
start replacing central power stations that 
were coalbased with a clean, aff ordable 
energy source,” he says.

 Carter Haydu

SOURCE: INDEPENDENT ENERGY PARTNERS INC.
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How geothermic fuel cells work

REVERSE PURPOSE
Typically optimized to produce as much electricity and as little waste heat as 
possible, Independent Energy Partners’ fuel cells are optimized to do the 
reverse in order to maximize heat production to promote in situ oil recovery.
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in a resource industry like oil and gas, 
where development occurs largely in 
distant, remote and rugged areas far 

removed from population centres and 
reliable cellular reception, ensuring the 
safety of employees can be onerous.

In this respect, having pinpoint, accu
rate and uptothesecond information 
on the whereabouts of workers can allow 
companies to respond quickly to an 
incident. Conventionally, this is done by 
having the worker check in at set times 
by phone, but that has limitations and 
drawbacks; it doesn’t provide employers 
with realtime information and commu
nication on cell phones can be spotty.

For example, if an employer has a 
checkin cycle every two hours, how 
can the employer know precisely where 
an employee is in the intervening time 
and therefore respond promptly to 
an incident? Brendon Cook, the chief 
techno logy offi  cer and cofounder of 
Blackline GPS Corp., says technology 
can close this gap.

“If an employee’s phone was not 
charged and it dies, it could create a bit 
of a goose chase on where these guys 
could be on their route,” he says. “Th is 
is not a very timely system; the person 
could be long gone.”

Th e company was founded in 2004 and 
is headquartered in Calgary. Its wireless 
location solutions incorporate several 
technologies that, combined, facilitate 
highquality enduser experiences, includ
ing cellular data com munication, satellite 
data communication, 900megahertz 
spread spectrum data communication, 
GPS positioning, cellular triangulation 
positioning, proprietary location beacon 
positioning, inertial sensors and proximity 
detection sensors.

Blackline focuses on two key markets: 
employee safety monitoring and busi
ness tracking. “Our primary focus is the 
employee safety monitoring,” Cook says. 
“We defi nitely believe that the safety 
monitoring solution is going to be the 
longterm success for the company.”

Compared to traditional manual em
ployee checkin systems that may fail due 
to human error or complacence, the com
pany’s Loner brand of solutions combines 
automatic employee monitoring with 
manually triggered employee alerting.

“In Alberta, B.C. and some of the 
other provinces, there’s language within 
safety regulations built around the con
cept that employers have an obligation 
to monitor the safety of their employees 
periodically while they’re working for the 
employer,” Cook says.

When juxtaposing these rules against 
the fact that workers in oil and gas do 
spend a great deal of their time alone in the 
fi eld, it makes having an eff ective tracking 
system even more critical. Monitoring 
a worker by using conventional phone 
callins is perilous, he argues. Someone 
covering 200 kilometres a day by truck 
who fails to check in manually is much 
more diffi  cult to fi nd.

“If somebody forgets to call in at a 
certain time, and also because of the 
balance of productivity versus the time 
of checking in, the big question is, how 
eff ective are these processes?” Cook 
says. “If somebody fails to check in, and 
there’s a twohour checkin required, 
where could they be now?”

Blackline’s Loner brand of safety 
monitoring products connects person
nel to their employer and allows for 
realtime monitoring of employee safety. 
Th ese solutions connect wireless com
munications, positioning technologies, 
inertial sensors and interfaces with the 
purpose of conveying safety incidents to 
monitoring personnel to coordinate an 
immediate, pinpoint emergency response.

Th e overall goal of Loner is to im
prove the outcome of individuals who 
may have experienced some sort of inci
dent in the fi eld, whether it’s an injury, 
health condition or physical threat. “It 
could be a companywide solution,” Cook 
says, noting that many operating areas for 
oil and gas com panies are outside of cell 
phone coverage, like gas plants.

Loner IS is the second generation of 
intelligent employee safety monitoring 
devices designed and manufactured 
exclusively by Blackline. Incorporating 
patented technology, Loner IS provides 
instant emergency alerting accom
panied by realtime location informa
tion and empowers organizations to 
exceed worker safety regulations across 
the globe, the company says.

True Fall Detection, NoMotion 
Detection, an Emergency Latch and Silent 
Emergency Alert capability all converge 
on a single, easytowear device that func
tions seamlessly across borders. Further, 
it’s intrinsically safe to Class I, Division 1, 
Groups A, B, C and D—a requirement for 
the oil and gas industry where employees 
operate within hazardous environments 
where explosive liquids, gases and va
pours may exist, Cook adds.

Th e company has also launched a 
version of the product, Loner IS Arctic, 
designed for cold weather environments 
where traditional batteries can’t deliver 
suffi  cient runtime.  

Keeping Track
Suite of solutions helps monitor safety of employees

cOMMUnIcAtIOnS

NEVER ALONE
Blackline’s Loner line of employee safety monitoring devices provides instant alerting for such 
incidents as a fall, a medical emergency or a security situation, accompanied by real-time location 
information. An arctic version provides up to 25 hours of runtime at room temperature and 15 hours 
of runtime at -20 degrees Celsius.
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a product line of more than 30 unique 
instruments—was bought by and is now 
a subsidiary of Honeywell.

And so far Blackline—a finalist in the 
Alberta Export Awards’ emerging exporter 
category this year—has had as much 
success internationally as in Canada. “We 
initially focused on the Canadian market, 
but very quickly began a U.S. expan
sion,” says Cook, noting the company has 
deployed its technology with industrial 
gas producer Air Liquide, a French multi
national with a global presence, for its 
North American operations.

“We have also kicked off a distribu
tion agreement with an organization in 
the U.K. focused on the U.K. and Europe. 
Our communications capability enables 
us to operate in 80 countries at a single 
price point. So the price point that some
body would pay in Canada would enable 
them to operate in 80 countries with no 
roaming costs or additional fees. We are 
gearing up to continue to support those 
international expansion efforts.”

 Richard Macedo

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Greg Rude, Blackline GPS Corp.
Tel: 403-971-6916 
Email: grude@blacklinegps.com

Loner automated safety monitoring 
solutions instantly alert monitoring per
sonnel when an employee has suffered 
an incident through email, SMS and 
Blackline’s Loner Portal web app. Em
ployers can reduce emergency response 
time with instant safety alerting and it 
allows others to proactively respond, 
rather than discover an incident by 
accident, possibly several hours later, 
Cook notes.

Emergency aid can be delivered to an 
employee’s precise location. Monitoring 
personnel can use this information to dis
patch assistance for a pinpoint response. 
Loner is configurable based upon employ
ee roles, organization structure, monitor
ing responsibility, protocol requirements 
and device settings.

Also, it easily integrates within an 
organization, accommodating organiza
tional structure, employee roles and each 
site or location. Compared to traditional 
phonein safety monitoring, Blackline’s 
automated safety solutions regain lost ef
ficiency and reduce operating costs.

“If you look at a buddy system, which 
is another alternative, it can have some 
issues, too,” Cook says. “In a sour gas 
field, two people can be overcome at the 
same time. There’s also a cost impact to 
having a buddy system.”

The company is led by successful 
entrepreneur Cody Slater, chairman and 
chief executive officer, who founded BW 
Technologies in 1986. The company—a 
global manufacturer of industrial and 
commercial gas detection devices with 

“ If you look at a buddy system, which is another alternative, it can have 
some issues, too. In a sour gas field, two people can be overcome  
at the same time.”

— Brendon Cook, chief technology officer and co-founder, Blackline GPS Corp.
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S ulphur is not a hot commodity 
for most Alberta companies. For 
many in the oilpatch, the mere 

mention of the yellow crystal recalls 
images of vast sulphur stockpiles that a 
few producers have created in northern 
Alberta, mainly as the byproduct of sour 
gas and oilsands production.

Given the bargainbasement prices 
bulk sulphur has drawn in recent months, 
it would seem unlikely that many 
Canadian companies would view the 
commodity with any interest today. From 
a high of roughly $800 per metric tonne 
in 2008, sulphur has plummeted to below 
$100 per tonne recently.

As oil and gas producers in Canada 
and abroad drill ever deeper for new 
pools, sour reserves are, if anything, being 
found more often. For a Calgarybased 
emerging tech company, at least, sour oil 
and gas represent a profi table source of 
revenue, whether at home or abroad.

“Our business is driven by the 
development of sour oil and gas deposits 
around the world—wherever they might 
be,” says John MacDonald, president of 
Brimrock Group Inc., which markets its 
expertise and patented sulphurprocessing 
technology to countries worldwide.

Although sulphur prices were still 
slipping as this article went to press, the 
future nonetheless bodes well for those 
like MacDonald, who see the discovery of 
future sour oil and gas reserves as money 
in the bank, thanks mostly to the processing 

that’s done to treat sour reserves before 
sale, in eff ect stripping them of hydrogen 
sulphide and sulphur at the same time.

Since being formed in 2006, Brimrock’s 
plan has been to look abroad, rather than 
domestically, for clients. Among regions 
poised to become better known for tapping 
their sour reserves are some Middle Eastern 
countries, where lowerquality, increasingly 
sour reserves will be produced as the re
gion’s sweet reserves are depleted. Th ey will 
need processing before going to market.

According to MacDonald, countries 
like the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and 
Saudi Arabia, in particular, will need to 
produce larger natural gas volumes over 
time, not only to power air conditioning, 
but also to supply large water desal inization 
plants for growing populations. With 
previous experience in the UAE, Brimrock 
is planning to crack both countries’ 
markets with its patented sulphur
processing technology.

Boiled down, Brimrock off ers three 
technologies: the fi rst is a granulation 
process that turns sulphur into pellets, 
simplifying transportation, including by 
railway; the second is a hydrogen sul
phide degasser that, as the name suggests, 
strips sour gas from molten sulphur; and 
the third is Brimrock’s remelter process 
that turns solid or contaminated sulphur 
into liquid form.

For those wondering what application 
Brimrock’s processes might have globally, 
MacDonald explains the arithmetic; 

each year, he estimates, about 50 million 
tonnes of sulphur is produced worldwide 
(53.2 million tonnes in 2012). Of the an
nual total, some 25 million to 30 million 
tonnes are moved in drybulk form in 
ships that travel between countries.

“Every pound of sulphur that’s 
changed from a liquid to a solid has to 
then be changed from a solid back to a 
liquid,” he says. He notes that last year, 
Canada’s sulphur production was a 
respectable 5.7 million tonnes. Of that, 
about 2.4 million tonnes were exported 
to the United States in liquid form, 
while some 3.3 million went overseas, 
mostly through British Columbia’s port 
of Vancouver.

With roughly 11 per cent of global 
sulphur production, Canada might not 
be a heavy hitter, but it is regularly ship
ping overseas, to fastgrowing Asian and 
other markets, which use the commod
ity to make phosphatebased fertilizer. 
Indeed, MacDonald estimates that 
about 60 per cent of sulphur is used to 
produce fertilizer.

Th e crystalline element has other uses, 
especially in the metals mining sector, 
where it’s used to make the sulphuric acid 
needed to process gold, copper and nickel, 
among other metals.

At the same time, history has not 
always been kind to sulphur, which 
some medieval authours described as 
brimstone—the “burning stone”—a 
“foul” or “stinking” substance. Strictly 
speaking, in its solid, most stable form, 
sulphur is usually odourless.

In 19thcentury Britain, references 
to “hellfire and brimstone” were com
mon in literature and church sermons, 
although not in equal proportion. In 
both Britain and the United States, the 
more colourful preachers described 
the “pit of hell” as fuelled by or filled 
with molten sulphur, a substance that 
most people knew carried an acrid, 
offensive stench.

On a more practical level, sulphur 
was long known as a core ingredient in 
gunpowder, a valuable compound in 
an age when land warfare meant fi ring 
on one’s enemy with guns, muskets and 
cannons. Later still, sulphur’s use in the 
manufacturing of matches all but guar
anteed its status as a household product 

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING
Approximately 50 million tonnes of sulphur is produced worldwide annually, about 11 per cent of 
which originates in Canada. It represents a potentially lucrative market for companies like Brimrock 
that offer the technology to process the oil and gas industry by-product.

Turning Yellow Into Green

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING

Sour oil and gas reserves could generate a golden age for sulphur processors

technOLOGY FOR eXPORt
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in an age that predated electric lamps 
and fl ashlights.

For Brimrock, success with sulphur 
did not happen quickly. In its early 
years, the company could not raise the 
capital it needed in Canada and eventu
ally turned to the United States, where a 
Texas energy service company, Martin 
Resource Management Corporation, 
saw the potential in its technology and 
backed the company.

To this day, Brimrock’s focus re
mains international, a trait recognized 
by the province of Alberta and the 
Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters 
in handing out the 2013 Alberta Export 
Awards. Brimrock won the award in the 
Emerging Exporter category, counting 
100 per cent of its sales to foreign coun
tries. Th e Emerging Exporter Award 
recognizes an Alberta company that 
has made an initial entry into an export 
market, achieving notable success in 
the process.

 James Mahony

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
John macDonald, Brimrock Group inc. 
Tel: 403-473-5255 
Email: macdonald@brimrock.com

According to the Alberta Energy Regulator 
(AER), there are three sources of sulphur 
production in Alberta: sour natural gas 
processing (most producing sour gas fi elds 
contain one to 20 per cent sulphur by 
weight), bitumen upgrading and crude oil 
refi nement into petroleum products.

Most of Canada’s sulphur is produced 
in Alberta. In 2011, the province prod
uced 4.73 million tonnes of sulphur, of 
which 2.95 million tonnes were derived 
from sour gas, 1.77 million tonnes 
from the upgrading of bitumen and 
just 11,000 tonnes from oil refi ning. 

Sulphur Production Shifting To Oilsands

June 10 - 12, 2014
Stampede Park   
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

exhibit now
globalpetroleumshow.com

Sulphur production in 2011 represents 
a decrease of 4.6 per cent from 2010 
levels due to a decline in natural gas pro
d uction, the AER says in its report, ERCB 
ST98-2012: Alberta’s Energy Reserves 
2011 and Supply/Demand Outlook 
2012-2021. Sulphur production in the 
oilsands is expected to increase as bitu
men production expands over the next 
two decades.

About 60 per cent of the sulphur 
marketed by producers in 2011 was 
shipped outside the province, com
pared with about 89 per cent in 2010.
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Warning: Our data has gone mobile
(You may never return to the office)

Leading the way with customer-driven data, integrated software 
and services for your upstream decision-making needs.

geoSCOUT | gDC | petroCUBE at www.geoLOGIC.com

Now, get geoLOGIC’s value-added data almost any place, any time,  
any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet, 
smartphone or computer. 

With 30 years of data experience behind it, gDC is the source for high 
quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada and 
the Northern United States. Another plus – our data is accessible through 
an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use 
gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.

View, search, import and export well, land and production data, 
documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information
visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com
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Before H2prO HMS service

With H2prO HMS service

No one knows H2O like we know H2O.
New production methods, limited resources, increasingly 

complex regulations…optimal water management is critical  

to both reservoir performance and ROI. 

With our holistic H2prO™ water management service, we’ll 

study your water issues and deliver customized, turnkey 

solutions–providing valuable insight across your usage cycle.  

The results: more efficient production, lower water management 

costs, less waste disposal, and reduced HSE risks.

Whether you are improving well performance, rejuvenating 

aging reservoirs, or recycling produced and flowback waters,  

our H2prO water management solutions directly benefit  

your bottom line.

Are water-related costs  
drowning your bottom line?

Recently, our H2prO experts 

developed a plan for treating 

and reusing produced water 

that significantly reduced the 

operator’s trucking and disposal 

costs without impacting 

production. 

bakerhughes.com/watermanagement

Advancing Reservoir Performance




